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Abstract

Results of helicopter clearing experiments conducted at the Greenbrier Valley

Airport, Lewisburg, West Virginia, during the period 7 to 29 Sept 1969, are pre-

sented and discussed. Thirty-five hover experiments and 18 runway-clearing

experiments were performed on 10 separate days with fog layers ranging from

125 to 525 ft in depth. The hover experiments, which were successful in virtually

all casps, yielded clearings that varied from 400 to 2800 ft in length extent. The

largest clearings occurred with the shallowest fog during tests conducted within

one hour or so of the natural dissipation time of the fog. The runway-clearing

experiments were successful in clearing the full 6000 foot extent of the runway on

two occasions, were partially successful on four occasions and were unsuccessful

on 12 occasions. Six helicopter landings were accomplished through artifically-

created clearings.

Particular quantitative results of the hover experiments are described. The

wake penetration distance of the helicopters ranged from about 700 to 1000 ft. The

steady-state clearinr tines varied from approximately 150 to 260 sec. The total

entrainment (mixing) of environmental air into the wake air during the steady-

state period was between 350 and 1050 percent. The clearing ratios, the ratios

,)f cleared volume to down-transported volume, had values of 1. 8 to 8. 7. The

clearing persistence, following helicopter departure from the test sites, varied
with fog depth, and with the convective state of the fog, from as little as I to 2

min to as much as 25 to 30 min. The cleared zones at the surface level were

characterized by temperatures 0.3 to 3. 0 0 C warmer than ambient, by relative

humidities near 100 percent, by specific humidities that were 0.1 to 1. 2 gm/ kg
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largez than the saturated specific humidities of the fog surroundings, and by

d(IwnVwash-grIundwash wind velocities of 6 to 20 Mph with peak gust speeds of as

much as 50 mph.

Conclusions about the wake characteristics and fog-clearing capabilities of

helicopters are discussed in a separate appendix. The conclusions are based on

existing theory and on the totality of the findings of the Lewisburg Program, as

well as those of the Thule AFB Program (conducted previously by CRREL) and

the Eglin AFB and Smith Mountain Programs (conducted previously by AFCRL).

Optimum flight procedures for fog-clearing are discussed and reoommenda-

tions are made for future research efforts.
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Fog Modification By Use of Helicopters

1. INTRODUCTION

The cloud and fog-clearing capabilities of helicopters have been demonstrated

for particular flight and cloud physics conditions by Hicks (1965). "lank and

Spatola (1969), and Plank (1969). In the reported experiments, cleared zones of

500 to 5000 ft length extent were created in stratus clouds and ground fog within

time periods of 5 to 15 min.

The data acquired in these experiments were mostly of a qualitative type,

obtained simply to demonstrate the feasibility of the helicopter clearing technique.

Hence, as an extension of these prior tests, and in an attempt to secure quan-

titative rather than qualitative clearing information, the U. S. Air Force (Air

Force Cambridge Research Laboratories) and the U. S. Army (Atmospheric

Sciences Laboratory) conducted a joint helicopter-fog-clearing-program at the

Greenbrier Valley Airport, Lewisburg, West Virginia, during the period 7 to 29

Sept 1969. The U.S. Marine Corps (Development and Education Command) also

participated in the program.

This program, referred to as the "Lewisburg Program," is described in this

report. The official title assigned to the program was "Project Downwash. "
Before proceeding to this description, it might be pointed out that the theore-

tical basis for this type of cloud or fog clearing with helicopters rests primarily

(Received for publication 28 September 1970)
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on the principle of downwash mixing. No seeding agents are employed whatsoever.

The helicopter, during clearing, either hovers or moves slowly forward in the

clear air above the cloud layer. This clear air at flight altitude has a relative

humidity of some value less than 100 percent and is, of course, devoid of liquid

water. The downwash action of the helicopter rotor(s) forces this clear air down-

ward into the cloud or fog layer, to distances of the order of 500 to 1000 ft, the

exact distance being dependcnt on the atmospheric conditions and the type of

helicopter employed. The wake air, on descending, entrains and mixes with the

cloudy air of the surroundings and the cloud droplets along the course of the wake

are totally or partially eliminated by evaporative mixing. The dimensions of the

clearings created by the helicopter wake are generally much larger than those of

the helicopter itself, usually some 10 to 20 times larger. This too is a product

of the entrainment-mixing process.

2. TIlE iEISBUIIAG PROGRAM

2. I Program Objectives

The Lewisburg Program was undertaken to ascertain quantitatively the fog-

clearing capabilities of helicopters of different types (CH-46, CH-47 and CH-54

types) under various cloud physics conditions. Specifically, thc objectives were

(1) to determine the volumetric size of the clearings that could be! created in the

fog layers within particular time periods by means of (a) hovering the helicopters

above the fog top at different altitudes, and (b) flying the helicopters across the

top of the fog at different altitudes and airspeeds; (2) to ascertain the most

practical and efficient modes of flying helicopters to achieve an optimum, con-

tinuous clearing over a particular ground location or along an airport runway;

(3) to establish the "persistence times" of the clearing created under objectives

(I) and (Z); and (4) to acquire information about the types of flight aids nceded

for safe and effective clearing operations.

2.2 I'lans ror Accomplishing Objectives

To accomplish these objectives, plans were made in the Spring and Summ(er

of 1969 to select an appropriate airport field site which had a high incidence of

occurrence of radiation-type fog and to provide the observational-measurement

facilities to permit the conduct of two basic types of experiments, hover experi-

ments and runway-clearing experiments.

The hover experiments were considered to be the best means for acquiring

quantitative data concerning the "clearing effectiveness" of helicopters. Clearing
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effectiveness, neglecting definition details, is described in terms of a volumetric

ratio which specifies the volume amount of cloud clearing that is produced (in any

particular experiment during a given time period) relative to the total volume

amount of air that is down-transported across the rotor disk area -,f the helicopter

during this same period. The denominator parameter of the ratio, the down-

transport volume, can be readily determined from aerodynamic theory for a

hovering helicopter, where the helicopter suspension force is supplied solely by

rotor (propeller type) lift. But the down-transport volume, that is, the downward

volumetric component of the total wake circulations, cannot, at present, be reliably

determined for a helicopter in forward flight, where part of the suspension force

is supplied by rotor lift and part by aerodynamic (moving wing type) lift. Existing

observational-theoretical knowledge of helicopter wakes, in their totality, is

inadequate to permit such determination (refer to Appendix D).

The hover experiments were also emphasized in the program planning because

a mathematical model had been developed to describe the helicopter fog-clearing

situation of the hover mode. Experimental verification of the model was desired

to permit its later use for extrapolation-prediction purposes, to forecast the

particular meteorological conditions under which helicopters could clear fog

operationally, and those under which they could not. This model will be described

in a separate report.

The runway-clearing experiments were designed to obtain semi-quantitative

data concerning the meteorological conditions for which runway-clearing was

possible, or impossible, concerning the number of helicopters and flight patterns

that had to be employed, concerning the airspeeds and flight altitudes required to

achieve optimum effects, and concerning the sizes, wind-drift characteristics and

persistence of the cleared zones produced.

2.3 Selection of the Test Airport and Base Airport

As pointed out by Plank (1969), the type of fog that is most amenable to clear-
ing by the helicopter downwash technique is radiation fog of thickness less than

about 500 ft. Other particular types of fog can also be cleared by the technique,

for example, shallow maritime-advection-fog, Hicks (1965), steam fog, hillside

stratus; but radiation fog is undoubtedly the most-frequently-occurring clearable

type.

The classic fog study by Stone (1936) shows that radiation fog of Appalachian

Valley type has a maximum annual frequency of occurrence over the region of

the State of West Virginia. From a climatological study of 9 years of data for

White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia, conducted as part of the advance planning

work of the Lewisburg Program, Spatola (1970) found that this type of fog occurred
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most frequently during the months of August and September. There were 13 days

with visibilities equal to or less than 1/8 mile during the early morning period

after sunrise in August, and during the month of September there were 12 days.

Based on the results of these studies, the Greenbrier Valley Airport, at

Lewisburg, West Virginia, (located about 8 miles NW of White Sulphur Springs,

see the map of Figure 1.) was selected as the "test airport" for the fog-clearing

program and the month of September was chosen as the month for the program

operations. September was chosen, rather than August, because the variability

of the fog conditions during September, primarily the variability of fog thickness

and of the upper-air properties above the fog layers, was greater, climatologically,

than in August. A greater diversity of fog situations appeared to be available for

experimentation in September; and this was desirable for the purposes of the

program.

The helicopters themselves could not be based at the test airport, since the

fog conditions there would prohibit flight operations, that is, would prevent take-

offs and landings. They had to be based at some nearby airport which normally

remained clear of fog and open for flying, and which also had the necessary

facilities (navigational aids, fuel, parking space, maintenance) required to support

the helicopter operations. Woodrum Field, in Roanoke, Virginia, was selected

as the "base airport. " This airport is located about 46 miles SE of the test

airport.

2.A The Helicopters and Observational Aircraft

The U.S. Army provided four helicopters for the purposes of the program.

A CH-54A (Flying Crane) helicopter was supplied by the 291st Aviation Company,

Fort Sill, Oklahoma. This helicopter was employed during the period 7 to 13

Sept but became inoperative on the latter date due to a mechanical malfunction

for which repair parts were not readily available. It was replaced by a second

CH-54A helicopter, from the same organization, which was present during the

period 23 to 29 Sept. A CH-47A (Chinook) helicopter was furnished by the 177th

Aviation Company, Fort Benning, Georgia, and was utilized during the period

11 to 27 Sept. A CH-47C helicopter was provided by the Aviation Detachment,

U.S. Army Electronics Support Command, U.S. Naval Air Station, Lakehurst,

New Jersey, and was flown during the period 23 to 29 Sept.

The U. S, Marine Corps (Marine Corps Squadron One, Marine Corps Air

Station, Quantico, Virginia) furnished a CH-46 (Sea Knight) helicopter for the

period 23 to 29 Sept.

The U.S. Air Force (103rd Special Operations Group, West Virginia Air

National Guard, Charleston, West Virginia) supplied a C-119 (Packet) aircraft
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Figure 1, Topographical Map of the Greenbrier Valley Showing Airport Location.
Terrain with elevation exceeding Z350 ft is indicated in zolid black. The airport
field elevation is 2301 ft
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that was employed throughout the program for the purpose of command, observa-

tion and aerial photography.

Photographs of these helicopters and aircraft are shown in Figure 2. The

weight, rotrr-diameter and fuel cons, rnption specifications of the helicopters,

are given in Table 8 which is described later.

A listing of project and flight personnel who were based at Roanoke, Virginia,

and who were involved in the flight-operations part of the Lewisburg Program is

provided at the end of the report.

2.5 Special Aircraft Instrumentation

A C~inbridge -System dew-point recorder, a Johnson -Williams liquid-water

content (LWC) meter and a time-event recorder were installed and operated in

the CH-54A helicopter during the period 7 to 12 Sept, in the CH-47A helicopter

during the period 13 to 22 Scpt; and in the CH-47C helicopter during the period

23 to 29 Sept. The upper left hand photograph of Figure 3 shows how the instru-

ment sensors were mounted outboard of the helicopter.

A time-event recorder and a Mitchell motion-picture camera were installed

in the C-119 aircraft and were operated on each of the missions.

Professional motion-picture photographers were employed aboard one, and

sometimes two, of the helicopters and the C-119 aircraft to photograph the

results of the clearing experiments. One photographer was provided by the U. S.

Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory, Hanover, New

Hampshire; two others were provided by Detachment 5, Aerospace Audio and

Visual Services, Andrews AFB, Virginia. The methods of photography (down-

ward and rearward-directed from the helicopters and sideward-directed from the

C- 119) are illustrated in Figure 3.

2.6 Surface and Upper-Air Measurements and
Observations at the Test Airport

The Greenbrier Valley Airport is situated along the approximate centerline

of the Greenbrier Valley and lies about 5 miles North of the town of Lewisburg.

The general valley topography and location of the airport are indicated in

Figure 1. The runway at this airport is 6000 ft long, oriented 040 to 2200

magnetic, as shown in Figure 4.

Surface and tethered-balloon measurements of the fog and meteorological

conditions at this airport were made on each day that clearing missions were

flown. Temperature, humidity, wind speed and direction, visibility, drop-size-

distribution and liquid-water-content (LWC) were measured at the surface level.

Profiles of the first four parameters were obtained through the fog layer to

altitudes 100 to 500 ft above the fog top.
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C-I 19 OBSERVATION AIRCRAFT CH-46 HELICOPTER

CH - 47A HELICOPTER C H - 47C HELICOPTER

CH-54 HELICOPTER
WITH POD WITH OUT POD

I

Figure 2. Photographs of Observati-nal Aircraft and Helicopters used in
Lewisburg Program. The weight, rotor diameter, and fuel consumption rate
specifications of the helicopters are listed in Table 8

Surface observations with standard instruments were made at 30 min intervals
throughout the periods of fog from the Site 1 location at the NE end of the runway
(refer to Figure 4), Numerous visibility markers were erected at particular

distances from the Site I location to provide means of estimating visibilities
within the fog. Drop-size and LWC measurements were made at approximate

hourly intervals, using a whirling-arm, slide-sampling device, from a site near
the airport terminal building.

Two standard wiresonde instruments were operated from Sites I and 2 to
obtain profiles of temperature and humidity through the fog layer to altitudes of

about 700 ft. Wiresonde ascents were usually made during the periods 0300 to 0400



Figure 3. Photographs Illustrating Methods of Aerial Photography and of Mounting
Temperature-Dew Point Sensor in the Helicopter. The boom-mounting of ,the
sensor is shown at the upper left. The same photograph also reveals how the
photographer positioned himself to secure down pointing photographs of the clear-
ing events. Rearward-pointing photography was accomplished from the helicopter
as illustrated at the lower left, looking out the open back ramp of the helicopter.
Motion pictures were acquired from the C-119 observational aircraft from the
rear door position indicated in the photograph at right

and 0600 to 0700 EDT. No soundings were made after the latter time, because

the fog-clearing operations customarily commenced a. sunrise and because the

balloons, elevated above the fog, were then employed as site location markers for

the helicopter and aircraft personnel flying aloft. No wiresonde ascents could be

made from the airport at any time other than when the airport was closed due to

fog. FAA regulations prohibit tethered balloon flights near an active runway.

The wiresonde balloons were also used to obtain wind direction information

within the fog layer. The balloons had aerodynamic flight characteristics* and

the wind direction was determined (as a function of height) by observing and re-

cording both the ballon pointing direction, where the vertical visibilities in the

,:See footnote on following page
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fog permitted, and the azimuth

direction of the "lean" of the

-1 ,__ ,, balloon-tether cable.
11. M1 I ON Another, smaller "temperature-

WKO.E sonde" unit was used to obtain tern-

perature sounding information to a

O .ANLUJTL eStt... height of about 175 ft at 1 to 2 hr

S_, -intervals. These soundings were

rERVINL .. I / made mostly from the center-3ite
.... S / ,ft location, but sometimes were made

'.a,,,from near the teiminal building.

WE. ,The temperature readings from

SC," this instrument were judged to be

more accurate than those of the

other wiresonde instruments.
Figure 4. Map Diagram of the Green-
brier Valley Airport, Showing Runway

Test Sites and Instrument Locations. 30 ft long and with aerodynamic
Refer to text for description of measure- flight characteristics*, was ele-
merits performed

vated from the center site and was

used to carry an anemometer aloft.

The wind speed readings of this anemometer were telemetered to the ground and

recorded. Thus, wind speed profiles through the fog layer and above it were ob-

tained at times corresponding to those of the wiresonde ascent times. Wind

direction information from above the fog top was also obtaned from this balloon

by the flight personnel aloft, who noted and recorded the pointing direction of the

balloon at different balloon altitudes.

A pibal ascent was made on each day of operatior immediately after the fog

layer dissipated and it became possible to track th pibal balloon. Wind readings

were made at 500 ft intervals, from the surface to an altitude of about 5000 ft.

Two "target sites" for the helicopter hover experiments were established

near the Site 1 and Site 2 locations, see Figure 4 for the precise locations.

Orthogonally-oriented lines of small, tethered balloons (10 g size, helium-filled,

spaced 50 ft apart, tethered on cords arproximately 5 ft long) were set up at the

sites befor " experiments began. One line of ballonns was oriented parallel to the

runway, the other normal to the runway. There were 14 balloons in each line,

excluding the common, central one, and the terminal balloons were located 350 ft

*These aerodynamic characteristics were that the balloon had a streamlined
shape and had tail fins, which knot the nose of the balloon always pointed in theSapproximate direction of the flight altitude wind.
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Figure 5. Photographs of Schjeldahl Anemometer Balloon. Wind speed measure-
ments within the fog layers were obtained and telemetered to the ground using
this low-level sounding balloon of the U.S. Army. A close-up view of the balloon
and readout equipment is presented at the left. The right hand photograph' shows
the balloon ascending into the fog on one of the test days

from the target center. Red balloons were used, primarily because they were

readily available. Photographs showing one line of these balloons before and

during helicopter clearing are presented in Figure 6.

The balloons at the target sites were employed to indicate, by their swaying,

bouncing motions, the approximate speed and area extent of the helicopter down-

wash. They also served as indicators of visibility-enhancement effects. For

example, while only the second balloon from center might have been visible before

downwash clearing, the seventh balloon from center might have been visible during

clearing.

Time-lapse cameras, mounted on eye-level swivel bases, were set up at each

of the target centers to record the downwash and visibility-enhancement events

revealed by the tethered balloons (Figure 7). The cameras were swung manually

in the direction of the predominant fog-clearing ever ,s. The cameras were also

operated during periods before and after the experiments, t6record the normal

wind and visibility events.

Portable, hand-held anemometers were used during certain experiments to

obtain mearurements of the speed of the horizontal "ground-wash wind" of the

helicopter wake.



15 SEPTEMBER 1969 27 SEPTEMBER 1969
Before Clearing Before Clearing

0830 EDT Visibility -100M 0752 EDT Visibility -100 M

I: i

During Clearing During Clearing
0833 EDT Visibility -600 M 0755 Er'T Visibility-300 M

Ii

Figure 6. Before-Clearing and During-Clearing Photographs of One of the Lines
of Tethered Balloons at the NE Site. The photographs show clearings produced
in Test I of 15 Sept 1969 (at left) and in Test lb of 27 Sept 1969 (at right). The
balloons farthest frorn view in the latter test have been carried, and are being
held, close to the ground by the helicopter downwash

Cambridge Systems dew-point recorders were mounted in two jeep vehicles
that were employed at the targe, sites during hover experiments, to obtain hori-
zontAl profiles of temperature and dew-point across approximate diameter lines

of the circular downwash zones. The jeeps were stopped periodically during their
travel to obtain stable instrument readings at particular places within the zones.
The measurement technique was quite successful and much useful data were

acquired. A photograph of one of the jeep vehicles is shown in Figure 8.
Professional photographers with Aeroflex motion-pictur-2 cameras were

stationed near each of the target sites to record the downwash clearing events
that occurred in their vicinities during the experiments. A clock was photographed

r _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Figure 7. Photograph of One of the Time-Lapse Cameras. These cameras were
used at the NE and SW sites to record the visibility-enhancement and downwash
events of the helicopter tests. The cameras were pointed manually in the direc-
tion of the predominant effects that were revealed by the tethered balloons of the
two target networks. Pictures were obtained at 1. 5 see intervals

at the beginning and end of each continuous sequence of motion picture footage and

the framing rate of each of the cameras was accurately established. Pence, the

occurrence time of any particular event shown in the photographs could be deter-

mined later.

Air-ground communication between the field site and the aircraft aloft was

maintained by VHF and UHF radio. Communication between the vrious ground

stations, including the mobile jeep vehicles, was accomplished by walkie-talkie

radio and by land-line telephone. All air-ground communications were recorded

on tape. The tapes were timed and transcribed later, to provide a time history

of all pertinent veice conversations concerning the experiments.

Field operations for the U. S. Army at the test airport were directed by

Dr. Emily M. Frisby, who was also the co-director of the overall program.

Field operations for the U. S. Air Force at the test airport were managed by

Mrs. Elizabeth L. Kintigh. Surface meteorological measurements and observa-

tions were made by nine observers of the Meteorological Support Activity, Fort
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Huachuca, Arizona. Wiresonde,

pibal and tethered b.lson support

was furnished by five persons from

the 6th WeaLher Squadron, Mobile,

Tinker AFB, Oklahoma. The

"anemometer balloon" was supplied

by the Engineering Development

Techrical Area, Atmospheric

Sciences Laboratory, Fort

Monmouth, New Jersey, and was

operated by two of its personnel.

Figure 8. Photograph of Jeep Vehicle The drop-size and LWC measure-
used to Obtain Temperature-Dew Point ments were made by an individual
Information within Cleared Zones. The
instrument sensor is shown mounted on from the U. S. Army Cold Regions
the pipe that slopes upward from the Research and Engineering Labora-
back of the jeep. The power-supply,

amplifier and recorder were carried in tory, Hanover, New Hampshire,
and monitored from the rear seat which also furnished the small
location "temperature-sonde" unit. Two

jeep vehicles and drivers were

provided by the Transport Office, Fort Monnouth, New Jersey. Motion-picture

photography was accomplished by two persons from Detachment 5, Aerospace

Audio and Visual Services, Andrews AFB, Virginia.

A list of the particular participants in the field site operations is presented

in Section 13 o. this report.

3. TYPI(cAI, OPERATIONAI, DAN'

The nature of the Lewisburg program can perhaps best be summarized by

describing the events of a typical operational day.

The fog situation at the Greenbrier Valley Airport (Lewisburg Airport) was

monitored throughout the evening and early-morning hours by the project per-

sonnel at this airport. The synoptic weather situation was monitored by the pro-

ject personnel stationed at Roanoke, Virginia. The facilities of the U. S. Weather

Bureau Office at Woodrum Field were employed.

A decision to begin, or not begin, field measurement opeiations at the

Lewisburg Airport was made at about 0230 EDT, by telephone conference between

the Roanoke and Lewisburg personnel. A second, final decision, to conduct or

not conduct a fog-clearing mission, was made approximately 0430 EDT, also by

telephone conference.
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0O dlys with missions the C-119 aircraft departed Woodrum Field at about

u630 EDT and arrived over the Lewisburg Airport at about 0650 EDT, some

10 niin before sunrise. The C-119 reconnoitered the airport, and the project

flight crew obtained initial photographs of the fog situation and checked the
positioning and altitudes of the marker balloons that had been elevated from the

giround to indicate the locaticns of the test sites and runway.

The helicopters, one or several, departed Woodrum Field at about 0640 EDT

and arrived over the Lewisburg Airport at about 0700 EDT.

The hover experiments were conducted first. If only a single hclicopter was

present, it !overed initially over one of the target sites, the pilot maintaining his

position by reference to the marker balloon. Then, after steady-state clearing

conditions had been attained and all ground measurements completed, it moved to

the second target site and hovered there, usually at a different altitude than at the
first site. If two helicopters were present, they hovered simultaneously over the
two sites, sometimes at the same altitude, sometimes at different altitudes. If

moio then two helicopters were present, separate sets of experiments were con-

ditctcd involving all of the helicopters.

The runway-clearing experiments were performed next. The marker balloons

S'hr shifted back from the immediate runway vicinity and were aligned parallel
tu the runway. The helicopters, singly or in formation, flew various kinds of

, -!.-ing patterns across the fog top, (a) racetrack patterns, (b) 90 to 2700 loop-

turn patterns, and (c) back-and-forth, hover-turn patterns.* Sometimes these

patterns encompassed the full 6000 ft extent of the runway; sometimes they

included only a portion of the runway.

On particular days, following the runway-clearing experiments, attempts
were made to create clearings by hovering, through which the helicopters could

land at the fog-enshrouded airport. These "hover-to-land" experiments were

conducted when the fog situation was appropriate.

After the performance of these several types of experiments, the helicopters

and observational aircraft returned to Roanoke, Virginia. A pibal ascent was

made at the test airport and the field operations were terminated for the day.

Termination time was usually about 0830 to 0930 EDT.

*The 90 to 2700 turn is a standard turn wherein the pilot first turns right,
climbs and then circles around to the reciprocal heading of his former, before-
turn heading. The back and forth pattern cited above is described in Section 6.
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-I. METEOROIOGICAI, CONDITIONS ON DAYS OF OPERATIONS

.. 1 Initial %.:onditions and 'ime Cross Sections

Helicopter fog-clearing operations were conducted on 10 separate days

during the September period. The specific dates and times of th, clearing missions

and inividual experiments conducted arc identified in Appendix A and in Tables I

and 6. Pertinent information about fog depth, top appearance, surface visibility

and helicopter flight altitudes is provided in these tables.

Photographs illustrating the initial appearance of the f6g layers over the

Lewisburg Airport, prior to the commencement of the tests, are presented in

Figure 9. The approximate, mean-sea-level altitude of the fog-top at the time

of photography is indicated.

The time history of the fog situations and associated meteorological conditions

is summarized in the time cross sections of Figure 10. The drafted information

and diagram isolines are explained in the caption. It can be seen that the fog over

the airport which customarily formed about 0200 to 0400 EDT progressively deep-

ened with time until about I hr after sunrise time (0650 to 0710 EDT), that its

depth during the test periods on the different days ranged from 125 to 525 ft, and

that it usually dissipated naturally sometime during the period 0930 to 1230 EDT.

The manner of the natural dissipation of this fog on one of the days (29 Sept) has

been investigated by Plank and Spatola and is described in a report that has been

submitted for Journal publication.

The temperature, humidity and wind measurements made in the upper air

were obtained mostly before 0700 EDT. As noted earlier, such measurements

could not be obtained during experimental periods because the wiresonde and

anemometer balloons were required as site-location markers.

Certain of the acquired upper-air data were of dubious accuracy for a variety

of reasons which will not be discussed in detail. Data were eliminated from

analytical consideration when they failed to compare logically with other

synoptically-acquired data. The data of the second wiresonde ascents of most

of the days, obtained under conditions of dense fog, were considered to be

erroneous. It was speculated that the errors resulted from some type of instru-

mental "wet bulb effect, " or "damp cable effect. " Difficulties with these second

ascents of the morning were recognized at the time they were made, but the

reasons for the troubles were never satisfactorily resolved. Hence, whereas

the temperature -dewpoint profiles for these ascents have been drafted on the

Figure 10 diagrams, because they indicate the approximate stability-structure of

the lower atmosphere, it should be noted that the diagram isotherms for most

days were not drawn to conform to the particular temperature values of these
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Figure 9. Photographs Illustrating the Initial (Before Test) Appearance of the
Fog on the Days of Operation. The dates and times of the aerial photographs
are indicated. Each was taken looking westward from the vicinity of the
Greenbrier Valley Airport and each shows a terrain prominence called "Weavers
Knob." which has a peak elevation of 2920 ft. The approximate altitudes (msl)
of the fog top of the different days are indicated by the numbers above the photo-
graphs at the right. The airport field elevation is Z301 ft.
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Figure 10. Time Cross -Sections of Meteorological Conditions on Days of Tests.
The shaded regions reveal how the fog depth and structure varied with time of
day. The regions, where unbounded at the top, indicate that the fog depths were
estimated from surface and upper-air information. Where bounded, they indicate
that the depths were established from helicopter measurements. The "scalloping"
of the upper boundary lines points out the observed nature of the tug-top surface.
Profiles of temperature and dewpoint are shown which were obtained by wiresonde
instruments (see text criticisms). The fine vertical lines demark the times and
vertical extent of balloon ascents made with the U. S. Army "temperaturesonde"
unit. Upper winds are shown that were measured in the manner described in the
text. Each full barb on a wind arrow represents 2 mph of windspeed. Arrows
without barbs signify that wind direction was determined but wind speed was not
(the two were measured independently). The isotherms shown are drawn as
solid lines, where data were plentiful, as dashed lines, where data were sparce,
and as dotted lines, where a theoretical assumption of extrapolation was employed
(refer to text). The relative humidities at flight altitude are noted and the black
bars in the diagram regions above the fog-top, reveal the time periods and flight
altitudes of the hover experiments. The numbers above the abscissa lines give
the horizontal visibilities at the surface level (in yards, as observed at the NE
site). The numbers above these, within the drafted squares, represent the fog
LWC, in gm/m 3
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soundings, sinee, in comparison with other temperature information, the values

at most levels were anomalously small, by about 1 to 2 C. It should also be

notcd that three classes of "isotherm reliability" are indicated in the drafting
by (a) the solid lines, which were drawn where data points were plentiful and

considered accurate, (b) the dashed lines, which were drawn to conform to data

considered accurate but where the data points were sparce in space and time,
and (c) the dotted lines, which are extrapolation lines based on theoretical

assumptions about how temperature should vary with altitude above the surface

within fo, layers heated from below by the sun. '

The isotherms of the cross-section diagrams, their accuracy qualified as

discussed above, suggest that the fog layers over the Lewisburg Airport usually
formed within or beneath a temperature inversion, which, together with the fog-

top itself, progressively lifted in altitude with time until about 0800 EDT. Simul-

taneously, the entire lower atmosphere below an altitude of about 400 to 500 ft
was continually cooled by the radiative heat-loss processes of the early morning

period preceding sunrise and extending into the first hour following sunrise,
except at the surface level.

Detailed knowledge of tie temperature-humidity structure of the lower atmos-

phere at the particular times of the clearing experiments was unavailable, since

measurements could not be made at these precise times. It can only be stated

that the atmospheric stability within the fog layer on the different days, averaged
vertically over the entire depth of the layer, that is, the values of fog-top tem-

perature minus surface temperature divided by fog depth (from the sectional

diagrams corresponding to the test times), ranged generally from about 0. 5 to

*It was assumed that convection, resulting from surface heating, would pro-
gressively "build upward" in altitude, from sunrise time to the dissipation time
of the fog, to the levels indicated by the upward-sloping fine-lines of the diagrams.
It was assumed that the upward rising currents would ascend moist-adiabatically
and that the downward currents would descend following a lapse rate of tempera-
ture intermediate between the moist and dry adiabatic rates, which would become
closer and closer to the dry adiabatic rate as time approached the natural fog
dissipation time. The mean lapse rate of temperature under such conditions,
considering both upward and downward motions and time changes, would perhaps
be something like 80 C/ kin, which was the value used to obtain the dotted isotherms
of the Figure 10 diagrams. This assumption corresponds approximately to that
of standard fog-dissipation forecasting, for example, refer to O'Connor (1945)
and Kagawa (1967), but differs somewhat from the fog-temperature profiles of
Fleagle, Parrot and Barad (1952), which would be anticipated under stable, non-
dissipative conditions.
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3. 5 C 100 m and that the stability of the clear air layer above the fog-top, to

200 to 400 ft above the top, within the flight altitude region, varied from about

0. 8 to 5. 70 C/ 100 n.*
The relative humidity in the upper clear layer at flight altitudc ranged from

about 80 to 95 percent on the days of tests. On two days (7 and 27 Sept) haze
layers existed above the fog-top which made clearing efforts especially difficult

for the helicopter pilots because of severely curtailed visibility.

The surface visibility during the test periods ranged from about 90 m to
230 m on the different days. The fog LWC at the surface varied from 0. 06 to

0. 27 gm/rm .

The before-test, vertically-averaged, wind speed within the fog layer

(Tables I and 6) was less than 8. 1 mph on all days. The speed was less than

4 mph on 4 days (7, 11, 12 and 29 Sept) and ranged from 4 to 8. 1 mph on 6 days

(13, 14, 15, 16, 23 and 27 Sept). The corresponding, vertically-averaged, wind

directions are also indicated in Tables I and 6. The directions were mostly from

the NW quadrant, with variation from 2690 to 3600.

The surface winds during the test periods are listed in Table 2. The speeds

were less than 7 mph and usually about 2 to 3 mph. Except for 7 Sept, the wind

directions at the surface level were generally from the NE quadrant, from about

0100 to 0800.

,.2 Three Stages of the Fog

The summaries of Tables 1 and 6 and the cross sections of Figu:e 10 do not

reveal certain features of the fog situations that were pertinent to the helicopter

clearing tests. Three developmental stages of the fog over the airport were

recognizable on the majority of days during the period from sunrise to the natural

dissipation time of the fog. We might call these (1) the initial stable stage,

(2) the middle convective stage and (3) the final convective-dissipative stage.

These stages, for two particular days of the project period, have been described

and illustrated by Plank and Spatola in a report that will be submitted for pub-

lication.

The helicopter clearing results achieved on any given day during the

Lewisburg Pfogram were correlated with these stages of the fog. In general,

unless the fog depth exceeded about 400 ft, the clearing results were relatively

successful during the stable stage; they were generally unsuccessful during the

middle convective stage (unless the fog was shallow, with depth less than about

*The rather large stability values within the fog layer result, in part,
because the fog-top level sometimes occurred at an altitude higher than that of
the base (or break point) of the temperature profile.
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Table 2. Surface Winds During Test Periods

Date Time Wind Date Time Wind
EDT Dir. Speed EDT Dir. Speed

o mph 0 mph

7 Sept 1969 0700 200 3.0 16 Sept 1969 0700 035 3.0
7 Sept 1969 0730 305 2.5 16 Sept 1969 0730 050 2.0
7 Sept 1969 0800 135 2.0 16 Sept 1969 0800 035 2.5

11 Sept 1969 0700 Calm 16 Sept 1969 0830 360 2.5
11 Sept 1969 0730 Calm 23 Sept 1969 0700 045 2.5
11 Sept 1969 0800 Calm 23 Sept 1969 0730 015 6.5
11 Sept 1969 0830 Calm 23 Sept 1969 0800 025 2.0
11 Sept 1969 0900 090 1.0 23 Sept 1969 0830 060 5.0

12 Sept 1969 0700 035 3.0 27 Sept 1969 0700 015 5.5
12 Sept 1969 0730 045 2.0 27 Sept 1969 0730 105 3.5

27 Sept 1969 0800 360 2.5
13 Sept 1969 0700 065 3. 27 Sept 1969 0830 055 2.0
13 Sept 1969 0730 045 3.0 27 Sept 1969 0900 360 5.013 Sept 1969 0800 030 2.50

13 Sept 196.9 0830 040 35 27 Sept 1969 0930 160 3.5
1 29 Sept 1969 0700 010 6.

Sept 1969 0800 045 4.5 29 Sept 1969 0730 100 1.5
14 Sept 1969 0830 060 2.5 Sept 1969 0800 070 2.5

14 Sept 1969 0900 040 2.5

14 Sept 1969 0900 045 2.5 29 Sept 1969 0830 050 1.514 29 Sept 1969 0900 360 .514 Sept 1969 1000 095 3.0 29 Sept 1969 0930 075 1.514 Sept 1969 1030 180 2.0 29 Sept 1969 1000 040 7.0

15 Sept 1969 0800 025 3.0
15 Sept 1969 0830 360 6.0
15 Sept 1969 0900 055 3.5

250 ft); and they were successful once again during the convective-dissipative

stage. Clearing during the latter stage was helped materially, of course, by the

natural dissipative tendency of the fog.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5. I Results of Hover Experiments

The qualitative results of the hover experiments are discussed in this section.

Particular quantitative findings, concerning such things as the steady-state

clearing times, the entrainment values and the clearing efficiencies (ratios), are

discussed in Section 7.

Thirty-five hover tests were performed on nine different days. The experi-

ment times, helicopters employed, hover altitudes, fog thickness dimensions,

cloud physics conditions and general clearing results are summarized in Table 1.
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With regard to certain of the terminology employed in the table, the words
"hole" and "trail" are used when definite knowledge exists that downwash clearing

extended completely through the fog layer to the surface level. The words

"depression" and "trough" are used when such positive knowledge is lacking.

Furthermore, the thre.. categories of the visual appearance of the fog-top surface,

that is, stable, mildly-convective and convective, merely span the convective-

appearance range observed at this locale during this September period. The cate-

gories are relative and no absolute connotation is implied.

The clearing dimensions at the fog-top level (TD) were ascertained photo-

grammetrically, from knowledge of the camera viewing angles, of the helicopter

dimensions and, in several cases, of the spacings of the marker balloons over the

airfield, which provided photographic scaling measures.

The clearing dimensions at the surface level (SD) were determined in two

ways. First, they were established from photographs taken from the observational

aircraft, which flew in a continuous circling path about the scene of the operations.

These photographs showed the clearings from different viewing angles; the

boundaries of the cleared zones at the surface level could be seen, and their

locations established and plotted on an aerial photo-map which was available for

the Greenbrier Valley Airport. The dimensions were also determined in like

manner from still and motion picture photographs acquired from the helicopter(s)

doing the clearing.

The summaries of Table i reveal that single helicopters of the types employed

were able, even in the least successful tests, to create clearings of 300 to 600 ft

diameter. In the most successful tests, the clearing sizes were as large as

1000 by 2800 ft. Photographs illustrating the "most successful" hover experiments

are shown in Figure 11. An experiment that was ''moderately successful" is

illustrated in Figure 12. Two of the "least successful" experiments are illus-

trated in Figures 13 and 14.

It should be emphasized that the dimensional information provided in Table 1

pertains strictly to the zones of total clearing, that is, to the zones wherein the

fog droplets were completely eliminated by the downwash mixing. No informa-

tion is provided concerning the visibility enhancement effects that customarily

occurred at the surface level surrounding the zones of total clearing. These

effects were important and they occurred over large-area regions bordering the

cleared zones, over areas that were perhaps equal to the areas of the cleared

zones themselves. The magnitude and extent of the effects could not be reliably

determined, however, since the visibility data of the Lewisburg Program were

too few and qualitative.

Photographic exprnpli- of visihility enhancement effects are provided in

Figures 13 and 14. In the test of the first figure (Test 6a of 11 Sept 1969), the
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Figure It. Simultaneous -Hover Test of 12 Sept 1969, Test 1, CH-47A at NE
Site, CH-54 at SW Site. The upper photographs show general, overall views of
the clearings produced by the two heiicopters. The cleared zones at the surface

level at the time of the second photograph were about 800 to 1000 ft wide by
2800 to 3000 ft long (see Table ! for particular dimensions). The middle photo-
graphs were taken from the CH-54 helicopter, and they show views of the airport
runway as seen through the clearing being created by this helicopter. An appre-
ciation of- the clearing sizc may b gained by noting that the white centerline
stripes of the runway are spaced 200 ft apart, from the beginning of one stripe
to the beginning of the next. The lower photographs illustrate the clearing as it
appeared from thc ground
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Figure 12. Hover Test of 16 Sept 1969, Test 2, CH-47A at SW Site. The time
progression of clearing is illustrated in the upper photographs. The "ring clouds"
skitrounding the clearing can be seen. These clouds were commonly observed in
the hover tests of the different days. Views from the clearing helicopter are
displayedi in the lower photographs. The picture at the lower right reveals the
close-up appearance of one of the cumuliform elements of the cloud ring. The
particular element i.s idcntified b% the arrow shown in the upper middle photograph
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Figure 13. Hover Test of 11 Spt 1969, Test 6a, CH-47A at SW Site. The upper
photographs show views of the clearing as seen from the C-1 19 observational
aircraft. The lower photographs reveal the fog appearance before and during
clearing. The visibility enhancement is apparent.
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" 0840 FROM OBSERVATION AIReRAFT 0844:45 FROM OBSERVATION AIRCRAFT

0839:39 FROM TEST HELICOPTER 0846:17 FROM TEST HELICOPTER

i B"

0843:30 SURFACE LEVEL "0846 SURFACE LEVEL

Figpre 14. lfoxer Test of 14 Sept 1969, Test la, CI-1-47A at NE Site. "hest
ph1tt)uo:.1liS ill'istiitt a situation wherein the hovering helicopter produced ittle
r('tiC tJ' iL, t ,,udil c'j tio r iii tile fog-to;) 3!rfiC( but caused substantia]i visibilit -
e dznt iI('fit fee''ic'ts at tht groiund. Tin. visibility at the ground was improve t
fL i:i uhut 90 in to 400 to 500 in ovr' a tc,tal dist ce extent of soie 2000 ft
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hovering helicopter created a relatively-small hole in the fog-top surface and the

zone of total clearing at the surface was only about 700 ft wide by 800 ft long. But

the surface-level photograph taken during the test clearly reveals ground objects

located more than 1200 ft from the camera. Similarly, in the test illustrated in

Figure 14 (Test la of 14 Sept 1969, a day when the fog layer was very deep and

convective), the helicopter caused little noticeable modification of tile fog-top

surface. Yet surface observers reported a marked increase in the visibility

from about 90 m before the test to about 400 to 500 m during the test. * The zone

of improved visibility extended over a total distance of some 600 m.

Thie area extent of the cleared zones at the surface level was determined for

each of the hover experiments for which sufficient data were available. ' The areas

were computed under the assumption that the zones at the surface level had the

shapes indicated in Table 1. For computational purposes, zones having a "trail

shape" were presumed to be "long ellipses."

These area values, which are listed in Table 1, provide an approximate

measure of the "clearing ability" of the helicopters in the particular tests. The

values, thus regarded as indices of clearing ability, were used in various cor-

relation efforts to determine t he factors primarily responsible for the clearing

differences of the different tests.

There were 27 hover tests involving single helicopters which permitted

direct comparisons of clearing results. These tests are listed in Table 3 in

order of increasing areal extent of the surface-level clearing. The test dates,

times, and helicopters involved are identified, and the values of various para-

meters are tabulated which might conceivably account for the clearing diversities.

This table reveals that the areal extent of clearing ranged from 0. 17 x 106 ft 2

(on 14 Sept) to 2.2 x 106 ft 2 (on 12 Sept). The two "worst days" of clearing were

14 and 27 Sept; the three "best days" were 12, 16 and 29 Sept.

It is reasonably apparent from the table that the fog depth was the principal

factor that affected the clearing results. The cleared areas were small when the

fog was deep; they were large when the fog was shallow. For example, for the

9 tests with fog depths exceeding 400 ft, the average size of the cleared areas was

0. 23 x 106 ft 2; for the 9 tests with fog depths between 250 and 400 ft, it was
16 2 6 20. !7 x 10 ft ; for the 9 tests with depths of 250 ft or smaller, it was 0. 89 x 10 ft

This negative correlation of cleared area with fog depth can also be demonstrated

from the data by other statistical methods as well, for example, by simply cross-

plotting the parameter values of the individual tests.

*Particular reference is made to the observations of Capt Vardiman, reported
in Appendix A, which he made using an automobile to follow and determine the
dimensions of the zone of improved visibility.
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Another factor suggested to be of importance in the clearing was the

"difference time" between the time that the tests were conducted and the natural

dissipation time of the fog. These difference times are listed in Table 3 and

they are employed in the "matrix diagram" of Table 4, which shows the average

cleared areas (the values within the squares) corresponding to the three fog-

depth categories cited above and also corresponding to the three time-difference

categories covering (1) the nine particular tests conducted less than 155 min

before the natural fog-dissipation time, (2) the nine tests conducted 155 to 190

min before natural dissipation, and (3) the nine tests conducted more than 190

min before natural dissipation. There is a suggestion of correlation in this

table which indicates that the best clearing results occurred with shallow fog

that w.is within one hour or so of natural dissipation. This is merely a suggestion,

however, since the categorization parameters of the table may be interrelated to

one another to a certain, unknown degree (because fog depth and fog dissipation

time, in EDT, are normally correlated in positive fashion).

Other correlations were sought to explain other of the clearing differences,

but without success. The secondary differences were apparently due to a multi-

plicity of causes involving such things as helicopter type, the hover altitude

above the fog-top, the turbulent state of the fog, the wind drift situation, the

thermal stability and moisture conditions within the fog layer and above, and the

solar heating influence within the cleared zones (refer to Appendix D, Section

D. 4. 2). Various of these factors were suspected to be important in particular

tests but their possible influence simply could not be proved within the limited

data sample of the project period.

"Wind trailing, " that is, elongation, of the cleared zones in the downwind

direction from the hover site was apparently an important factor on two of the

days (12 and 23 Sept). But, as is demonstrated in Appendix D, Section D. 4. 2,

wind trailing is not a simple function of the wind situation alone. It is also

dependent on the turbulent state of the atmosphere, which will tend to "close in"

the drift trails at different rates dependent on the intensity of the turbulence.

One of the original objectives of the Lewisburg Program was to compare the

clearing abilities of different types of helicopters which were hovering under

near-identical flight and cloud physics conditions. This was one of the purposes

of the simultaneous hover tests of the program. Seven such tests were success-

fully performed with the CH-54, CH-47 and CH-46 helicopters. The comparison

results are shown in Table 5. The helicopter weights at the test times are listed

in the table. * Also given are the down-transport flux of air across the rotor

*:The method of determining the weights of the helicopters during the individual
tests is described in Section 7. 2



"altv 4. A:v-%ra. Area Extent of Clear- plane (F ) and the maximum velo-
ing ( )lrserv,,I in Ilov r Tests Classified V
(1) by. Fog ID.pthl and (2) by Test Occur- city of the down-transport (W m)*
relnet. Time 1i rior to the Natural Fog These are the parameters that
Dissipation Time. "'lhe area (t 2 x 106 ) is should theoretically account for the
givr' n )y the first 'igutre; the number of
tests i,'-luded in the sample is specified clearing differences.
hy the SeC Ad figure The table comparisons involv-

.258 .192 ing the CH-47 and CH-54 helicopters
>400 5 4 0 reveal that the lighter, tandem-

Fog 61 .454 .626 rotor, CUI-47 helicopter created
Depth 250-400 1 3 5 larger cleared areas in all tests
(ft) _______ ___________

< 250 .516 .645 1.29 than did the single-rotor, CH-54
3 2 4 helicopter. There were some dif-

>190 155-I.0 <155 ferences in hover altitudes but the

overall results of the 5 tests
Occurrence time of test strongly indicate that the clearing
prior to the natural fog

dissipation time (min) performance of the CH-47 was

superior to that of the CH-54. This

was apparently due to the large

rotor-disk area of the CH-47 and to the associated large F value. The smaller

downwash velocity of the wake air of the CH-47 was seemingly unimportant to the

clearing results. The velocity was adequate to transport the wake air to the sur-

face level, which evidently was all that mattered.

With regard to the two comparison tests involving the CH-46 and CH-47 heli-

copters (both tandem-rotor helicopters) the first test conformed to theoretical

expectations, with the heavier CfT-47 producing a larger cleared area than the

C11-46, which was proportionally larger by the approximate F v ratio of the two

helicopters. In the second test, however, the CH-47 clearing was somewhat

smaller than that of the CH-46. This possibly resulted from the different hover-

altitudes, although analysis uncertainties in measuring the cleared areas could

equtlly well explain the anomaly.

).2 letult of Ih1o ,'r-lo- I .Il I' E ,'prinivnl-

Particular hover experiments were performed on four days during the project

period (on 12, 13, 16 and 23 Sept; the specific tests are identified by asterisks in

Table 1) for the purpose of creating cleared zones over the airport runway through

which helicopters could be landed. Six landings were accomplished on these days

through holes that either (a) were made by one or more helicopters to land another

"'These F v and Wm values were obtained from equations C7, C9, CIO and
C13, of Appendix C.
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M (h) wrVe ,n'de hy a single helicopter to land itself. Photographs showing

a'ial alnd ground views or each of these landing experiments are presented in

1"i" gu s 15 to 19.

I'he photograph of Figure 1 6, which may have some historical significance,

shows the CII-4 helicopter that was used to accomplish the first helicopter landing

in fog through an artificially-created downwash-cleared zone. The helicopter,

which was piloted by Major James H. Goodloe, 291st Aviation Company, Fort Sill,

Oklahoma, is shown at the parking ramp of the Greenbrier Valley Airport, just

after engine-shutdown following the landing.

5.3 ilemults of IHunay-ilearing Experiments

Eighteen runway-clearing tests were conducted during the 10 mission-days of

the program. The experiment times, helicopters utilized, flight altitudes, flight

patterns and pattern extent, fog thickness dimensions, cloud physics conditions,

and general ciearing results are summarized in Table 6.

The clearing results achieved during the runway clearing experiments were

found to be correlated, in general, with the results obtained during the hover

experiments at comparable times. In other words, success in the hover mode

was a good predictor of success in clearing the runway.

The runway clearing experiments were successful in clearing the full 6000 ft

extent of the runway on two occasions, one on 15 Sept, 0810 to 0905 EDT, with

shallow fog 100 to 150 ft thick (Figure 20), the other on 27 Sept, 1125 to 1140 EDT,

during the dissipative stage of the fog about 40 min prior to natural dissipation. *

A single helicopter was employed in each of these experiments.

Runway clearing was judged to be "partially successful" in four experiments

on three other days, 12, 16 and 23 Sept. Partial success was defined as the

ability, demonstrated or rationally arguable, of a single helicopter to maintain a

cleared zone along the runway of at least 1500 ft extent (or of two helicopters to

maintain 2500 ft of clearing, or of three to maintain 3500 ft, etc.) One of the

experiments categorized as "partially successful" is illustrated in Figure 21.

Runway clearing was judged to be "unsuccessful" during 12 experiments on

the remaining days with fog. Lack of success was defined as the inability, actual

or probable, to maintain cleared zone dimensions as large as the minima cited

above. One such experiment classified as "unsuccessful" is illustrated in

Figure 22.

*M'.otion pictures exist showing the 27 Sept clearing but none are presented as
illustrations since the photographer concentrated solely on documenting the clearing
features and failed also to record the fog conditions of the surroundings.
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Figure 16. CH-54 Helicopter at Parking Ramp of the Greenbrier Valley Airport
after Accomplishing First Landing in Fog Through an Artificially-Created, Cleared
Zone, 12 Sept 1969. approximately 0755 EDT

Four helicopters, flying together in squadron formation, were employed for

runway-clearing during experiments conducted on 23 Sept and 27 Sept. On the

23rd, the helicopters in these "squadron passes" made deep troughs in the fog top

which extended to ground level (Figure 23). The experiment on this day might

conceivably have been successful if more passes had been made. Only two passes

were possible, though, due to fuel-time considerations. The squadron passes on

27 Sept were non-influential in modifying the fog for any sustained period. Ten

passes were made but without appreciable effect. The fog layer was very deep on

this day, about 475 ft, which probably exceeded the wake penetration limits of the

helicopters.

*An experiment was also conducted on 29 Sept 1969 to ascertain whether a
C-130 aircraft could accomplish runway clearing by wake mixing. Ten runway
passes were made with the C-130 at various airspeeds and flap settings. The
aircraft wake created deep, well defined grooves in the fog top surface on various
passes but clearing did not extend to the surface level. It was concluded that a
heavy aircraft, such as the C-130, would probably he ineffective with fog of
300 ft depth but that it might he useful in certain clearing operations with iog of
S0 to 100 ft dpth.



0806:14 FROM OMERVATIO AROAWT -' 009 FMM OBSERVATION AIRCRAFT

0802:40 FROM TEST HELICOPTER C805:40 FROM TEST HELICOPTER

lia
0805.55 FROM TEST HELICOPTER 08'9:05 FROM TEST HELICOPTER

l-igujre I1. Ilovei -to-l-and TeAt of i3 Sept I%9, Test 4. C[T-47A Hovered to Create
Hole w(, Land CII-54. The clearing situation of this day was more difficult than
that of 12 Sept and thc surface-cleared zone at landing time was onl' v about 500 ft
wide by W;0 ft h'og. Th landing was accomnplistied without difficulty, however
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Fiqure 19. flover-to-Land Test of 23 Sept 1969, Test 6, CH-46, CH-47A and
CII-47C Hovered to Land CH-54, Then to Land CH-47C and CH-47A. The CH-46
remained hovering throughout to maintain clearing. The cleared-zone dimensions
at the surface level varied somewhat at the different landing times but, on the
average, were about 1000 ft by Z200 ft. Convective cells were present within the
upper portion of the fog layer, as shown in the upper left-hand photograph. There
were no natural breaks at test time, however, which exi'nded completely through
the fog
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0823:50 FIRS T CL EA RING PA SS 0824:55

0829:30 THIRD CLEARING PA SS, 0832:25

0837:12 FIFTH CLEARING PASS 0837:42

Figure 20. Runway-Clearing Test of 15 Sept 1969. Test 1, CH-47A. Full RunwayE~xtent, Successful. Tile photographs show views looking toward thle SW end ofthe runway which were recorded from the open back-ramp of the clearing heli-co.pter. Clearing passes were made in bo0th directions along thle runway but onlythe Ist, 3rd and ';th alterrnte passes are illustrated here. The runway was corn-pletely and permilanently clea red by 0843 1EDT
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It should be Mentioned that substantial viFibility enhancement frequently

occurred along tile runway, tr portions thereof, during experiments that were

categorized as unsuccessful. But no efforts were made to estimate the extent of

such enhancement effects.

6. IEiO1MIENI)EI) RI UNWAN-i:I.E \I!IN( PROCEI)I RES

The simple categorization of tle runway-clearing results into successful,

partially-successful and unsuccessful does not tell the whole story about the

experiments. The experiments, besides being tests of the helicopter-clearing

technique, were also, in large measure, tests of flight-path design and of pilot-

helicopter ability to fly the paths. Pilot proficiency in flying the paths at slow

airspeed in close formation with other pilots was important too.

Flight-path-optimization and pilot-proficiency had necessarily to be acquired

within the period of the Lewisburg Program, and many mistakes were made

before the various problems were resolved. Most of the fog situations that "should

have been clearable" occurred early in the program period, before path optimiza-

tion and pilot proficiency had been achieved; the situations that occurred later,

after path-skill acquisition, were mostly difficult ones that exceeded the heli-

copter capabilities for clearing.

The optimum type of flight path for runway clearing would appear to be a

"back-and-forth type path with hovering turns. " Such path can Ile flown either by

a single helicopter or by two or more helicopters following each other. The path

is begun in the hover mode and the pilots each fly slowly forward in the desired

clearing direction at about 5 to 10 knots airspeed, an airspeed smaller than that

of transitional lift. At the path terminus, a terminus dictated either by plan or by

the clearing ability of the helicopter in the particular situation, the pilot slows to

the hover state and makes a 1800, hovering turn, revolving his helicopter about

its own vertical axis. The pilot then proceeds forward once again, headed in the

opposite direction.

The location and orientation of the flight path relative to the airport runway

will be prescribed by the wind direction, wind speed, and turbulence conditions

below flight altitude. The path should be flown upwind of the runway, so that the

successive trails of clearing, on drifting downwind, will maintain continuous

clearing over all, or some clearable part, of the runway. The lengths of cleared

paths will be determined by the width of the trails being created, by the "closing-

in-time" of the trails due to turbulent-diffusion, by the trail drift speed, and by the

"circuit time" required to complete. a back-and-forth path. The trail-widths and

lengths of clearing that might reasonably be anticipated with a medium-size heli-
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Figure 21. Runwuy-Clearing Test of 16 Sept 1969, Test 3b, CH-47A, SW Half of
Runway, Partially Successful. Photographs are shown which were obtained from
a Cessna aircraft, from the C-1 19 observational aircraft and from the CH-47A
helicopter. The cleared zone behind the helicopter on most of the clearing passes
had a length extent of about 800 to 2000 ft. This was insufficient to maintain com-
plete clearing of the 3000 ft extent of thc SW half of the runway. The path legs
flovn were too long. They should have been shortened to about 2000 ft
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Figure 22. Runway-Clearing Test of 11 Sept 1969, Test 4. CH-47A and CH-54,
Full Runway Extent, Unsuccessful. Representative views of several oi the clearing
passes are shown which were recorded from the observational aircraft and CH-54
helicopter. The trails are relatively-narrow and lack penetration depth, which
is characteristic of clearing passes performed at too large an airspeed (refer to
Appendix D and Table 6)
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Figure 23. Runway-Clearing Test of 23 Sept 1969, Test 3, Squadron Passes with
CH-46, CH-47A, CH-47C and CH-54, Full Runway Extent, Partially Successful.
Photographs are shown which were obtained from the C-119 aircraft during the
two clearing passes of the helicopters. Clearing was accomplished to the surface
level on the second pass. Motion pictures acquired from the helicopters showing
the form, extent and persistence of clearing strongly suggest that the fog along a
major portion of the runway could have been eliminated with continued paccs, 'b L
(iti. foue!-timc cunsiderations, the test had to be terminated after the gecond pass.
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copter under diff!:rent turbulent and cloud physics conditions are discussed and

illu.qtrated in Appendix D. -
OptinIuM runway clearing in certain situaLiuns, primarily those where the

wind is directed along the runway, might best be achieved in the hover mode, This
mode of flight should not be discounted, since clearing can sometimes extend

downwind of the hover site to distances of several thousand ft (refer to the hover

tests of 12 Sept 1969, described in Table 1 and illustrated in Figure 11).

Certain problems of flight safety arise when helicopters are flown at slow

airspeed in the ways required for fog-clearing. These problems are discussed in

Appendix B. Recommerded flight-control procedurea for helicopter clearing pro-

grams are also discussed in this appendix and comments are made about the

possibilities and difficulties of using GCA or ILS systems for such control.

Other comments, solicited from the helicopter pilots involved in the
Lewisburg Program, concerning program evaluation'and recommended procedures,

are presented in Appendix A, Section A.3.

7. PARTICII.'AR ANAIYSES -AND RESULTS

For 16 of the hover experiments identified in Table 7, Feni-quantitative

informrtion wq. obtninphlh enrcerninz the wake penetration distances of the heli-

copters, the times required to attain steady-state conditions of clearing, the

clearing ratios, the total entrainment values, and the persistence times of the

clearings. This information is described here.

7. 1 Sake Penetration Distances

In all of the hover tests, with one possible exception, the helicopter downwash

always penetrated to the surface level from the hover altitudes.

The available analytical data, consisting of surface and aerial photographs of

the clearings as well as photographs and notes concerning the downwash effects on

the networks of balloons at the two target sites, indicate that the wake penetration

distances of the different helicopters, under the stability conditions that prevailed

during the test orogram, wire approximately:

1000 ft, for the CH-54 helicopter,

800 ft, for the CH-47 helicopter (A and C models), and

700 ft, for the CH-46 helicopter

7.2 Helicopter Weigbts during Tests

The take-off weight of each helicopter was known for each sortie, as was the

landing weight. In addition, information was available from Technical Manuals and
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cockpit gauge readings regarding the fuel 'onsumption rate of each helicopter
during the two conditions, namely (1) normal crutising flight, and (2) hover flight

out of ground effect. These fuel consumption rates are listed in T able 8.

The particular weights of the helicopto'-s d-ring each of the hover experiments

were determined by computing the fuel--veight-loss during the period prior to the

experiment. by pro-rating the fuel expenditure according to the previous total

periods of normal -cruise flight and hover flight and by subtracting this weight-
loss from the take-off weight. A consistency check on the calculations was pro-
vided by the helicopter landing-weight-figures recorded in the pilot logs.

These weights (converted to metric units of mass) are listed in Table 7,

column 1.

7.3 Ilelieopter Do n-Transport Flux and Velocity

Equations are developed in Appendix C which describe the down-transport flux
(volume flux and mass flux) of air that is forced downward across the rotor plane

of a helicopter (having either single or dual rotors) while it is hovering in the free

air out of ground effect. Other equations are also developed describing the r.ax-

imum velocity of the downwash, the maximum mean-sectional-velocity at a dis-

tance approximately one rotor-diameter beneath the helicopter.
The flux and velocity values which were Jetermined from these equations for

the particular helicopters used in the Lewisburg Program, and for the prevailing

flight and environmental conditions, are listed in Table 7, columns 3 and 4.

7.4 Steady-State Clearing Times

The beginning times of the various hover experiments were recorded as

accurately as possible, although there was considerable ur.certainty, perhaps 30
sec to a min or so, as to just when the pilot, on slowly approaching the marker

balloon over the target site, first attained a stable, hover condition.
The steady-state clearing time was defined as the time, subsequent to the

beginning of hover, when steady-state conditions of clearing, and of visiblity

enhancement surrounding the clearing, first prevailed at the surface level, that is,

it was the time when the dL-nensions of the helicopter-induced, fog-modification

effects first reached their maximum size and when thc "r1ng clouds" surrounding

the clearings at the fog-top level (refer to the following section and to Figure 24)

first attained their stable, continuing form. There is a proviso to this definition,

however, which concerns situations in which the helicopter wake and cleared zones
were being advected downwind of the hover sites. For such eituations, the steady-

state times were defined to be those times when the cross-trail dimension of the

wake-modified zone, immediately downwind of the helicopter, within approximateiy
300 to 600 ft, first attained its maximum, stable width.
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Ds st = 480m

Dt = 240m-

Figure 24. Wake Modified Region and Cleared Zone; a
Ca3e-Example Illustration, Test 2, 16 Sept 1969. The
approximate mean-dimensions of the cleared zone and
"ring clouds" at fog-top level are indicated. Refer to
text discussion

The steady-state clearing times for the 16 hover tests previously mentioned

arc listed in Table 7, column 5.*

7.5 Methods of Specifying "Cleared Volume" anrd "Stirred Volume"

The definitions used to specify and methods used to determine the "cleared

volumes" and "stirred volumes" pertaining to certain of the hover experiments will

be described by .'eference to one particular experiment (Test 2 of 16 Sept 1969),

*These times are substantially shorter than the formation times listed in
Table 1. The Table 1 times correspond to the occurrence times of the maximum
clearing dimensions at the surface level, which included wind-trailing effects and
other effects that were deliberately excluded in the above definitions of stead3 -

state conditions and times.
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which has been selected as an example. We will generalize our discussion by

reference to this specific case.

Metric units of measurement are used throughout this section.

In a typical hover experiment performed under near-zero w~nd-speed condi-

tions during the Lewisburg Program, the clearing situation, viewed from aloft,

looked similar to that illustrated in Figure 24. A circular or elliptical zone of

clearing occurred below the helicopter and, surrounding this, there was an annulus,

or "ring," of cumuliform -type clouds, formed by the induced air-circulations of

the helicopter wake.*

The fog layer in the illustrated situation was 68 m deep and the CH-47A heli-

copter used in the test was hovering -t an altitude 24 m above the fog-top. Steady-

state conditions of clearing were attained some 200 sec after the beginning of

hover. The average diameter distance across the cleared zone at the fog-top

level, measured as indicated in Figure 24, was approximately 240 m. The average

diameter distance across the "cloud ring," surrounding the cleared zene at the

fog-top, was approximately 480 m. The tops of the highest clouds of the ring

extended some 15 to 30 m above the fog-top level.

The zone of clearing at the surface level in this experiment, during steady-

state conditions, was about 320 m in diameter, this figure being a mean diameter,

since the zone at the surface was elliptically-shaped, with axes 270 by 370 m.

The cross sections of Figure 25 illustrate the approximate geometry of this

clearing situation and indicate how the "cleared volume" and "stirred volume"

were defined and measured herein.

The "cleared volume," shown in cross section in the first diagram, had the

approximate, three-dimensional shape of the frustum of a right elliptical cone, of

volume

7rH (D 2 +DD +D 2  (1)
c 12 s st t

where H is the depth of the fog layer, D s is the mean diameter of the cleared

zone at the surface level and Dt is the mean diameter of the cleared zone at

*Such "cloud rings" (or peripheral ridges-of clouds, in cases of wind advec-
tion) usually occurred around the boundaries of the cleared zones in the
Lewisburg hover tests, but not invariably. The presence or absence of these
clouds was probably dependent on the thermal stability of the fog in the upper
portion of the fog layer and on the water vapor content of the clear-air at flight
altitude relative to the saturated vapor content of the air within the fog layer
itself. Values of thermal stability smaller than a certain particular value com-
bined with moist air aloft and large fog LWC would presumably produce the
clouds whereas larger stabilities, drier air aloft and smaller fog LWC would not.
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Figure 25. Cross Sections illustrating Definitions of "Cleared Volume" and
"Stirred Volume" for Case-Example. The cleared zone, or cleared volume, is
indicated by the dotted section of the upper diagram. The helicopter wake cir-
culation presumed responsible for the observed features of clearing is sketched
in the second diagram (refer to Appendix D for complete discussion). The hat.:hed
section of the lower diagram illustrates the region defined to be the total wake
zone, or "stirred volume"

L
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the fog-top level.* For t particular dinomsions of the example chosen, the value

of V was -1.2 x m

The "stirred volume," illustrated in -'ross section in the loer diagram of

Fipurc 25, rcqu~rcs some background discussion. The term "stirred volume" is

intended to -unnote the total region of helicopter-induced air circulation and

e'ldying whtch lies below the rotor plane. In other words, the stirred-volume is

the volume of the total wake of the helicopter. This region has nebulous boundaries

which can only be ciefined in terms of some "minimum circulation velocity," or

minimum eddy i.ntensity,"which has a value equal to that of the naturally-

occurring turbulent motions of the atmospheric surroundings in the particalar test

situations. Such definition implies that the size of the stirred volume will decrease

with increased atmospheric turbulence. This implication is intended; and it is

believed to be a valid physical relationship.

It is presumed that the ring clouds shown in Figure 24 were formed by a heli-

copter wake circulation of the type illustrated in the second diagram of Figure 2Z.

The circulation depicted in this diagram is a type that would be theoretically

expected when a downwash jet impinges normally on an underlying surface boundary

(see Appendix D, where the theoretical and observed characteristics of helicopter

wakes are discussed). The solid streamlines of the diagram show the flow direc-

tion in wake regions where the velocity is assumed to be larger than about 1 cm/sec:

the dotted lines above the fog-top indicate the existence of a mean, continuity flow

of air which has a velocity probably smaller than that of the normal turbulent

motions of the atmospheric surroundings.

As.quming that the sketched circulation picture is correct, then the total wake

volume of the helicopter at the steady-state time, that is, the total "stirred volume,"

will be given approximately by the 1800, azimuth rotation of the cross-hatched

section shown in the lovei diagran, of Figure 25. Part of the wake region will be

located in the clear-air layer above the fog, where the downwash air "fans out,"

from an initial diameter about equal to the rotor diameter, at the flight altitude,

*This Eq. also pertains to the frustum of a right circular cone or, with minor

modification not described here, to the frustum of any elliptical cone, not nec-
essarily a right elliptical cone. The dimensions Ds and Dt, which are referred to
as "mean diameters," are actually the averages of the long and short axes of the
horizontal sections of clearing that exist at the surface and fog-top levels, res-
pectively. It is assumed in the Eq. that the mean sectional dimension of clearing
within the fog layer, from surface level to top level, varies linearly with altitude.
These comments ly analogously to Eqs. 2 and 3, which are presented later in
the section.

**In the work reported by Plank and Spatola (1969), the wake was assumed

to be bounded by the 1 ft/sec isotach surfacc of downwash velocity. The
Lewisburg results suggest that a more-appropriate boundary value, which would
bet~er conform to the sizes and time scales of the clearings observed, would be
about 1 em/sec.
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to a mean diametei-, Dt, equal to that of the cleared zone, at the fog-top level.

This part of the wake, again utilizing the frustum of an elliptical cone assumption,

has the volume

V =7 h (D +DD +D
2

) (2)

where h is the helicopter ]+over altitude above the fog-top, D is thu Lotoc diameter

(the effective diameter with a tendem-rotor vehicle) and Dt is as defined previously.

The footnote comments of p 62 also have application to this Eq.

The second part of the wake region lies below the altitude of the fog-top. It

encompasses the entirety of the cleared zone and extends horizontally, at fog-

top level, to the outer boundary of the cloud ring. It does not include the volume

of that portion of the ring clouds which penetrates above the altitude of the fog-top,

since the upward penetration of these clouds is probably caused by condensation

and latent-heat effects, and is not the simple, direct product of rotor-driven air-

motions.

The extent of the wake-stirred zone at the surface level could only be estimated.

Efforts were made during the Lewisburg Program to determine the zone dimen-

sions; this was one of the purposes of the tethered-balloon networks. The efforts

were unsuccessful, primarily because the downwash zones, and clearcd zones con-

tained within the downwash zones, had dimensions larger than the network dimen-

sions (refer to Figure 6, for example).

It was assumed that the wake-stirring influence rt the surface level extended

to the mid-diameter (mean diameter) of the ring cloud that could be seen from

above the fog. This referenced diameter, projected to the surface level, is indi-

cated in the bottom diagram of Figure 25. It is the dimcnsion labeled fDst - Dt)/2.

This presumption about the stirred zone dimensions at the surface level is reason-

ably consistent with the circulation picture of the second diagram and it places the

stirred zone boundaries beyond those of the cleared zone, which must be true, and

which was observed.

With these postulates, the volume of the part of the wake region below fog-'op

level is given approximately by

V =T 7 2 + DD D2V 2 -" (D8 + 4DsDt + Dt

which is also the Eq. for the frustum of an. elliptical cone, of an inverted cone

(refer to footnote comments of p 62).
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The total wake volume, or total stirred volume, at the steady-state time, will

be composed of the two separate volumes, V1 and V 2 . that is,

V s  V I + V 2  (4)

The oarticular value of V for the case-example experiment, using the

dimensions cited and illustrated, is 9.8 x 10 m .m

The determinations of the "cleared volumes" and "stirred volumes" of the

other hover experiments identified in Table 7 were made in a manner analogous to

that of the case example just described. The cleared volumes were determined in

a relatively straightforward manner, since the zone boundaries were visible inter- j
faces separating clear air from cloudy air. Various difficulties were encountered

in the determination of the stirred volumes, nevertheless, since the cloud boundary

situations surrounding the cleared zones at the fog-top level sometimes differed

from the simple 'cloud ring picture" )f the case-example illustration. It is beyond

the scope of the report to describe each test on an individual basis. The stirred-

volume values were established in a fashion similar to the examples described,

following the same general definition scheme and measurement logic.

The particular V and V values for these tests are listed in Table 7, columns

6 and 7.

7.6 Clearing Raiio

A semi-quantitative measure of the effectiveness of helicopter clearing,

which specifies the volume-clearing ability of the helicopter, is the "clearing

ratio"

R = Vc/Vd (5)

where Vc is the cleared volume as previously defined, wherec]

Vd = Fv At (6)

is the total down-transported volume across the rotor that occurs within the steady-

state period At, and where Fv is the down-transpo-t flux.

The values of this ratio can readily be determined for any particular hover

experiment, from helicopter specifications and from easily-obtained clearing

dimensions, and can be used to compare the clearing performance of different

helicopters in different experiments and clearing programs.



The R values for the 16 tests of the Lewisburg Program are shown in Table 7,

column 8. It is seen that the values ranged from 1.8 to 8.7, with the smallust values
occurring on 13, 14 and 27 Sept and the lar,'o t values occurring on .,t. p~rl.icul.r

day of 12 Sept. Th,-sc days differ from the worst and best days of surface-level

clearing which were noted in Section 5, paragraph 5.1. A comparison of Tables 4
and 7 also reveals that the best clearing, in volume-ratio terms, was not so ob-

viously dependent on fog depth as was the area clearing at the surface level.

The tables demonstrate that the volumetric cleai ing abiliter 2. helicopters

used during the Lewisburg tests were more nearly the same than were their sur-

face clearing abilities.

Correlations were sought which would explain the clearing ratio differences

appearing in Table 7. None were found. The test data were too few; the number of

probably important variables was too large.

7.7 To-al Entminment

The total wake volume, or stirred volume, of a helicopter after hovering a

time At, should be given approximately by

V =Vd + FEAt Vd +VE (7)

where V is the stirred volume of previous discussion, FE is the entrainment flux
5

of surrounding air into the wake air and VE is the tot.l volume of air that mixes

into the wake air during the steady-state periodAi.

Entrainment values are conventionally expressed iv terms of the ratio of the

amount of the entrained air to the amount of air originating from the motion

source. In these terms,

E VE/Vd (8)

or emplo,'ing Eq. 7,

E -V d

d

The E values for the 16 hover experiments of Table 7 were determined from

this Eq. and Eq. 6, using the Vs, F v and~t values discussed earlier. The ratios

are listed in the last column of the table.
The F. values in the Lewisburg tests ranged from 3.5 to 10.5, which implies

that, for every part of air that was originally down-transported across the rotor(s)
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some 3 to 10 parts of air were entrained and mixed into the wake air from the

environmental surroundings. These values are somewhat smaller, on the average,

than the value of 9.0, which was cited by Plank (1969) as being typical of the

AFCRL Smith Mountain program.

7.8 Persistence T-mes

Under the operational pressures of the Lewisburg Program, stemming from

the use of several helicopters, their fuel-time limitations, the variety of experi-

mentz, thu communication needs, etc., it was not always possible to continue to

observe the natural filling in of the clearings produced in the hover tests. Hence,

persistence times, that is, the time to closure of the clearing following helicopter

departure from the test sites, were acquired for only certain tests. The times for

these tests are shown in the last column of Table 1.

The helicopter clearings at Lewisburg generally persisted for about five min

after hover termination. Persistence was as brief as 1 to 2 min on days when the

fog layers exceeded 400 ft in depth. Persistence times with fog shallower than

400 ft typically ranged from 3 to 8 min, an example of which is shown in Figure 26.

In one test, conducted with multiple helicopters on 23 Sept, in which a relatively-

large clearing in fog was made within approximately 90 min. of natural dissipation,

the persistence time was as long as 25 to 30 min (see Figure 27).

8. SAKE TEMPERATURES AND HUMIDITIES

The downwash air of a helicopter is warmed initially by the exhaust heat of

the engines Plank and Spatola (1969), by about 1.4 to 2.4 0 C, (see the e values of

Table 8). This air, on descending through clear-air surrounding, follows a tem-

perature lapse rate that departs from the dry adiabatic by an amount that is

dependent on the atmospheric stability and on the entrainment rate at which environ-

mental air is mixed into the downwash air, which is itself a function of atmospheric

stability. Plank ar d Spatola have presented values of wake excess temperature

(excess relative to ambient as a function of distance beneath the helicopter) for a

particular HH-53B helicopter, for various stability conditions and for one assumed

entrainment profile. This work indicates that wake temperatures a few hundred

ft below a hovering helicopter might readily rise some 1 to 5 C 0 above ambient

under normally observed stability conditions.

If the downwash air of a helicopter descends through a cloud or fog layer,

however, that is, if it descends through a cloudy environment, the air entrained

from the surroundinzs then contains liquid water in droplet form, which evaporates

on mixing with the downwash air. The evaporation acts to cool the wake air, to a
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0839:00 LOOKING SS E
degree that depends* on the cloud

LWC. Under certain conditions of

cloudiness this evaporative cooling

can offset adiabatic warming and

the resultant wake temperatures

" can become colder than the sur-

roundings, thereby producing an

unstable wake wherein the air is

accelerated downward.*

These comments point out the

alternatu possibilities that the wake
0841:30 LOOKING SE air of a helicopter, as observed at

the surface level in a fog situation

during a hover experiment, might

either be warmer or colder than

the surroundings. They also sug-

gest, by implication, the possibility

that measurements of wake tem-

peratures and humidities made

during hover experiments might be

employed in a reverse manner as

a means for deducing the physical

0843: 25 LOOKING E nature of the entrainment-mixing

processes that occur within the

wake.

These possibilities were known

prior to the Lewisburg Program

and provisions were made to acquire

data of this type. Cambridge

Systems dew-point recorders were

mounted on jeep vehicles and the

vehicles, during hover experiments,

were driven across the helicopter

Figure 26. Photographs Illustrating
Brief Persistence of Cleared Zone, Test
5, 16 Sept 1969. This clearing, which was
about 1000 ft in diameter at the surfacp *The referenced conditions are
level at the time of the first photograph, primarily warm, tropical conditions
was nearly closed by fog diffusion from with large cloud LWC, with relatively
the sides some 2 1/2 min later, and was dry air above the cloud layer, and
definitely and completely closed after with comparatively small tempera-
4 min ture inversion at the top of the cloud.
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downwash zones. The jeeps were stopped periodically during their travel, to ob-

tain stable instrument readings at particular points along approximate radial lines

of the zones. The jeeps were backed into the wind at the stopping places, as nearly

as possible in a variable downwash situation, and the engines were tu'ned off, to

avoid any possible exhaust-heating of the sensing elements. About 3 to 4 such stops

and readings were made during each particular experiment. Some 5 to 7 min were

required to complete the measurements.

Temperature and dew-point measurements of this type were acquired during

15 hover tests. In three tests, however, the location of the jeeps within the zones

could not be established with sufficient surety to.permit use of the data. Good

measurements, made approximately as desired, were obtained in only 12 tests.

The results of these measurements are presented in Figures 28 to 30. Profiles of

wake excess temperature across the cleared zones are shown in Figure 28. Prc-

files of relative humidity are shown in Figure 29; profiles of excess specific

humidity are shown in Figure 30. The particular dates and times of the tests are

identified in the figures and the average diameter of each zone, that is, the average

of the long and short dimensions of clearing that prevailed during the hover periods,

is indicated. Data points (circled) are shown for only one radius half of the pro-

files. The other halves of the profiles were merely sketched-in on the basis of

symmetry.

The values 3f the ambient temperatures and ambient specific humidities that

existed within the fog at the surface level prior to the beginning of the tests are

indicated in the Figure 28 and Figure 30 diagrams by the numbers which have been

drafted to the left of the profiles, immediately above the abscissa lines. The fog

depth at the time of the tests is specified by the first of the drafted numbers at

the upper right; the flight altitude is specified by the second number. Both values

are in meters.

The profiles of these figures reveal that the wake temperatures in the down-

wash zones were customarily some 0.3 to 3.0 C ° warmer than the surface sur-

roundings and that the relative humidities ranged generally from 94 to 100 per-

cent, that is, very near saturation. They also show that the specific humidity of

the wake air, a measure of the water vapor content of the air, was larger, by some

0.1 to 1.2 gm/kg, than the saturation specific humidity of the undisturbed fog air

of the surface surroundings.

This latter, seemingly paradoxical, result is explained by the fact that the

clear air at the flight altitude, because of warmer temperatures aloft, was actually

more moist, in terms of vapor content, than was the fog air itself. When this

warm, moist air aloft was down-transported to the surface level by rotor action,

it arrived at the surface with a larger specific humidity than the saturation,

humidity of the surface surroundings, even though the wake air was modified by

entrainment-mixing during descent.
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Figure 28. AT Values and Profiles Across Downwash-Cleared Zones. The pro-
files pertaining to tests performed by.the CH-47 helicopter (A model) are pre-
sented above the horizontal dividing line. Those performed by the CH-54 heli-
copter are shown at the lower left; those by the CH-46 helicopter at the lower
right. The mean dimensional extent of the cleared zones at the surface level
at the test times, is indicated by the vertical lines. Tie ambient surface tem-
perature within the fog surroundings is given (in oC) by the numbers above the
abscissa lines at the left. The profiles show the temperature-excess values,
relative to ambient, that were measured within the cleared zones. Measure-
ments were made only along radial lines of the cleared zones, as indicated by
the circled data points. The other halves of the profiles were merely drawn
on the basis of symmetry. The fog depth at test time is given by the first of
the drafted numbers at the upper right; the flight altitude is given by the second
number. Both values are in meters
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Figure 29. Relative Humidity Values and Profiles Across Downwash Cleared
Zones. The format of this figure is essentially as described in the Figure 28
caption except that the profiles show the relative humidity values across the
cleared zones
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Figure 30. Aq Values and Profiles Across Downwash-Cleared Zones. The format
of this figure is identical to that of Figure 28 except that the numbers above the
abscissas at the left give the saturation specific-humidities within the fog sur-
roundings and the profiles show the values of excess specific-humidity, relative
to ambient. The units of both are in gm/kg

4
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The evidence supporting this statement is contained in Table 9, wherein the

temperature and specific humidity values pertaining to the 12 cited tests have

been tabulated for (a) the flight altitude, (b) the surface level within the fog sur-

roundings, and (c) the surface level within the central part of the helicopter-

cleared zones. It is seen from the table that the largest values, in each and every

test, occurred at the flight altitudes. The smallest values were the values ob-

served at the surface level in the fog surroundings. The cleared zones had values

intermediate between the two.

These tabulated valucs, when carefully inspected and compared with the pro-

files of Figure 30, indicate that the primary source of the humidity excess of the

cleared zones was the large vapor content air aloft. A secondary source was the

fog liquid water, which was evaporated into the wake air during descent mixing.*

This situation, wherein the vapor content of the air at flight altitude is larger

than the saturated vapor content of the fog air, was specifically pointed out by

Plank and Spatola (1969) as being one that is highly unfavorable for helicopter

clearing, and one that might possibly result in the formation of new, even-denser

clouds, rather than their elimination. This was the situation that generally pre-

vailed during the Lewisburg Program. It is of interest to note that, except for

the ring clouds mentioned earlier, the Plank-Spatola prediction of new cloud

formation in such situations was not verified while the helicopter was hovering

and clearing was being produced as a direct, dynamic consequence of rotor action.

However, new clouds were created, which were thicker and more visually dense

than before, after the helicopter(s) had departed the test sites and after the air of

the former cleared zones had time to mix thoroughly and completely with the

surrounding air. On various days of the Lewisburg Program, the general airport

location of the testing operations could be recognized from the observational air-

craft aloft, not because the airport vicinity was "clearer" than any place else in

the fog surroundings, but because it was "more cloudy" than elsewhere in the

surr(undings.

9. WAXE GROUNDVASII VELOCITIES

On 16 Sept 1969, during two hover experiments, U.S. Army personnel carrying

portable, cup-type, direct-reading anemometers were stationed within downwash

zones at the surface level to measure the speed of the downwash-grqundwash

*This source was of secondary importance because its contributiohs cannot
exceed the values of fog LWC divided by air density, at the very most. For the
12 tests cited, this would account for some 10 to 30 percent of the observed excess
humidity values of the Figure 30 profiles. The single exception to this statement
is the particular test of 14 Sept 1969.
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motions. Four persons were stationed 50 ft apart near the SW site along a line

which was oriented normal to the runway. The anemometers were held in normal,

horizontal position, just above head level, and the dial indications of wind speed

were read and recorded periodically during the hover periods.

The experiments on this day were conducted with the CH-47A helicopter. In

the first experiment, the helicopter hovered at an altitude 350 ft above the ground.

.n the second, it hovered 300 ft above the ground. The line of anemometers, in

both experiments, was located near the upwind edge of the zone of clearing and

was oriented in a direction approxims tely normal to the drift direction of the

clearing. The wind speed values recorded during these experiments ranged typical-

ly from 5 to 20 mph, with gust speeds as large as 40 to 50 mph. It was difficult to

establish the ti,,e-position relationships of helicopter, anemometer line and

cleared zones with much certainty. It did appear, though, that the smallest wind

speeds were generally observed near the drift axes of the cleared zones and that

the largest speeds and gusts tended to occur toward the lateral edges of the

clearings.

The helicopter downwash in several hover tests was sufficiently powerful to

burst various of the tethered, 10 g balloons of the target networks by slamming

them against the ground. The helicopters werZ apparently positioned over the

networks in particular manner in these tests, since the effect was not observed

universally in all tests. Balloon bursting was especially noticeable in one test

(Test 6b of 11 Sept 1969) when the CH-47A helicopter involved was hovering and

slowly circling at an altitude 500 ft above the ground. It is estimated that gust

speeds in excess of 20 mph would have been required to rupture the balloons,

considering their lift and the manner of tethering.

10. SUMMARY

Information concerning the results of a helicopter fog-clearing program con-

ducted in September 1969 at Lewisburg, West Virginia, has been presented in this

report. The program objectives, operational procedures, helicopters used, and

measurements made were described and explained. The meteorological condi-

tions on days of tests have been summarized and the results of the helicopter

hover-experiments and runway-clearing experiments have been discussed.

The hover experiments revealed that the CH-46, CH-47 and CH-54 helicopters

employed were capable of creating clearings of 400 to 2800 ft length extent within

periods of 5 to 10 min. The largest clearings were generally observed in fogs

shallower tha:n 250 ft during tests that were conducted within 155 min or so of the
natural dissipation time of the fog. The particularly large clearings of two of the
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days were seemingly caused, in part, by "wind trailing", that is, elongation, of

the clearings in the downwind direction from the hover site. This could not be

proved, since wind trailing is a doubly dependent function of both wind speed and

turbulence intensity (as described in Appendix D).

The best results during the runway-clearing experiments also occurred under

these same conditions, but there were other factors, such as flight path design

and pilot experience and proficiency, that materially affected the relative success

of the experiments. Runway clearing was judged to be successful in clearing the

full 6000 ft extent of the airport runway in two experiments, to be partially

successful in four experiments and to be unsuccessful in 12 experiments. The

categorization criteria were explained.

Particular hover experiments were performed on four days for the purpose of

creating cleared zones through which helicopters could be landed on the airport

runway. Six landings were accomplished, which would not have been possible

0therwise.

Visibility enhancement effects which extended well beyond the boundaries of
the fully-cleared zones were apparent in all experiments. But no attempts were

made to determine the sizes of the affected regions or to assess the degree of the
enhancement.

Semi-quantitative information of several types was obtained for particular

hover experiments. It was ascertained, for example, that the wake penetration

distance of the helicopters varied from about 700 to 1000 ft for the different heli-

copters employed, that the times required to attain steady-state conditions of

clearing ranged from 150 to 260 see, that the clearing ratios (the ratio of cleared

volume to down-transported volume at the rotor level) had values of 1.8 to 8.7,

and that the total entrainment of environmental air into the downwash air during

the steady-state period was of the order of 3.5 to 10.5
Temperature-humidity data were acquired within downwash cleared zones

during 12 experiments. The temperatures within the clearings were found to be

some 0.3 to 3.0 C° warmer than in the surrounding fog at the surface level; the

relative humidities were 94 to 100 percent; the specific humidities were 0 1 to 1.2

gm/kg larger than in the surroundings. The excess specific humidity of the air

within the cleared zones was explained as resulting primarily from the down-

transport of large water-vapor-content air from aloft.

The unfavorable fog-clearing aspects of this down-transport situation were

pointed out. It was noted that the situation, which was generally prevalent during

the Lewisburg Program, had the theoretical potential for creating new fog, rather

than eliminating fog.. But it was also emphasized that no such.fog-formation events

of any consequence were observed experimentally, at least not while the helicopters

were physically present performing the experiments. New fog of enhanced thick-
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ness and visual density was seemingly created, though, after the experiments were

terminated and after the air of the former cleared zones had had time to mix

thoroughly wth the surrounding air.

Anemometer measurements made during two experiments with a CH-47A

helicopter hovering 300 to 350 ft above the ground surface revealed that the

downwash-groundwash speeds within the cleared zones were typically about 5 to 20

nph with gusts to 40 to 50 mph.

The wake characteristics and fog-clearing capabilities of helicopters are

d scribed at some length in Appendix D. The descriptions are based on existing

thtory and on the totality of the findings of the Lewisburg Program, of the Thule

AFB Program (conducted previously by CRREL) and of the Eglin AFB and Smith

Mountain Programs (conducted previously by AFCRL). The wake characteristics

are discussed and illustrated for the free-air situation and for the situation where

the helicopter wake impinges on or trails across a surface boundary. The fog-

clearing capabilities of medium-sized helicopters are estimated in terms of the

trail widths, lengths, and plan-area extent of clearing that might be anticipated

under meteorological conditions representative of the programs mentioned above.

Comments are also made concerning the probable distribution patterns of seeding

material dispensed within helicopter wakes.

1 i. CONCLUSIONS

It is concluded that cleared zones large enough to permit helicopter landings

can be created by single helicopters (of the types used in the Lewisburg Program)

in most naturally-occurring fog situations in which the fog depths are less than

about 300 ft. If multiple helicopters are employed for such purpose, rather than

single helicopters, this will (a) increase the size of the cleared landing zone in

fog of 300 ft depth or (b) permit the creation of useable-size landing zones in fog

of 400 ft depth, or possibly even fog of 500 to 600 ft depth, dependent on the par-

ticular situation and the number of helicopters employed.*

*The areal extent of surface-level clearing that can be accomplished by a heli-
copter, assuming that the wake penetration limits of the helicopter are not exceed-
ed, is inversely dependent on the fog depth and on the airspeed employed in clear-
ing. Hence, for a given fog depth and airspeed, multiple helicopters will provide
larger areas of clearing than single helicopters approximately in proportion to the
number of helicopters used. A helicopter can clear deep fog, compared to shallow
fog, by flying at a slower airspeed. But the areal extent of the surface-level clear-
ing with deep fog will be smaller than that with shallow fog. Reference is made to
Appendix D and to Figures D1O and Dll where the areal clearing capabilities of
helicopters are discussed and illustrated as functions of fog depth, flight altitude,
airspeed and meteorological situation.
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Single or multiple helicopters, with proper flight path design for the particular
wind and turbulence conditions, should be able to clear and maintain clearing of

most naturally-occurring fog, of depth 200 to 300 ft, over operationally-useful

portions of airport runways which would permit aircraft take-offs and landings.

This assumes that suitable flight coordination procedures between control tower,

cl!/aring helicopters and departing or landing aircraft could be devised.

It ! manditory (refer to Appendix B), that helicopter pilots in clearing experi-
ments or operations be provided some form of fixed ground references, such as

marker balloons elevated above the fog-top. GCA or ILS systems will not pro-

vide the precision flight-path-control required. It is also deemed essential that

the command-direction of the clearing operations be exercised from an observa-

tional aircraft aloft, where the full scene of the clearing operations can be con-
tinually observed. The pilots of the clearing helicopters require such direction

from aloft, since they are flying so close to the fog-top that they cannot see the

overall clearing results.

Under most fog conditions, except with deep fog where large wake penetration

distance is needed, a tandem-rotor helicopter is concluded to be a more effective

and versatile fog-clearing vehicle than is a single-rotor helicopter. Weight of

weight, the tandem-rotor helicopter will produce larger cleared areas at the sur-
face level than will the single-rotor machine. It is also more maneuverable and

can better, and more safely, fly the slow-airspeed patterns required for fog

clearing.

12. RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are made regarding research investigations

that might profitably be conducted at the present point in time.

1. It is recommended that experiments be performed to ascertain whether

dessicant-tyoe seeding agents released into helicopter wakes would materially
increase the size of the downwash clearings, would cause appreciable visibility-

enhancement effects, and/or would substantially extend the persistence of the

clearings.

2. It is suggested that means might also be considered for adding heat *o the

wake air of a helicopter. it might be noted in this regard that every 0.1 C0 of wake
warming at the surface level (in the temperature range 5 to 200C) causes increased
saturated-specific-humidity values of 0.05 to 0.1 gm/kg, which means that the air

3has an added absorption capacity for fog liquid water of about 0.05 to 0.1 gm/m
3. An investigation is recommended to establish the optimum flight paths for

single and multiple helicopters that would provide maximum, continuous clearing
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of particular ground sites having specified dimensions and orientations, such as

airport runways. Factors to be considered would be the wind-drift and turbulence
conditions, the probable widths, lengths, and closing-in times of the helicopter
trails, and the airspeeds and path circuit times of the helicopters. Certain of these
factors are discussed in Appendix D.

4. Once these required flight paths are known, it is further recommended
that a follow-up investigation involving the Federal Aviation Agency -as pntieipant
or advisor be undertaken to determine the flight control procedures that would be
needed to apply the downwash clearing technique to practical aviation problems
involving the dispatching or landing of aircraft, particularly VERTOL and STOL

aircraft, under restrictive visibility situations resulting from fog. Certain modi-
fications or waivers of existing flight rules would seem to be required. Particular

questions to be answered in such investigation would include:

a. Precisely how large a cleared zone along an airport runway is re-
quired to permit pilots of particular aircraft to take safe advantage of the clear-

ings for take-off or landing purposes?

b. Will the downwash motion of the air within the clearings adversely
affect the flight performance of aircraft attempting take-offs or landings through

the zones ?

c. If problems exist under b, can helicopter clearing be accomplished

from particular (higher) flight altitudes that might alleviate or minimize the down-

wash effects?

d. If problems exist under b, and if c cannot be accomplished reliably,
can flight procedures be designed whereby the clearing helicopters might be
periodically diverted from active clearing just prior to the aircraft take-off or

landing times?

e. Will the flight procedures under d also provide positive, fail-safe
protection for all aircraft and helicopters in the event of a missed-landing-
approach, or other such event necessitating emergency measures?

5. An investigation is recommended to determine the feasibility, problems,

and cost benefits, of utilizing helicopters to clear shallow fog or smog from certain
highway locations which are known places of large accident frequency caused by
the fog situations of particular seasons and times of day.

6. It is suggested that experiments be performed to ascertain whether heli-

copters might be successfully employed to clear arctic ice-fog. The difficulties
of flying helicopters under arctic conditions are recognized. It is also recognized
that water produced by fuel combustion at temperatures below about -30 0 C, under
normally observed, arctic humidity conditions, is sufficient,. in theory, to saturate
the wake air of the helicopter just below the rotor level. Nevertheless, in view of
our Lewisburg experience, where substantial clearing success was achieved under
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moisture conditions which were also theoretically unfavorable, it is deemed worth-

while at least to attempt to clear ice fog with the helicopter technique. The

resultant clearings might have rather transitory persistence but they might also

be operationally useful, dependent on the particular problem at hand.

7. Because of the engine exhaust heat given to the wake air, and because of

the normal "adiabatic warming" of this air during descent, a helicopter should be
able, in theory, to create a cleared zone below its flight altitude while flying
entirely within a fog layer, rather than above the layer. No recommendations are
made regarding this clearing possibility, since the problems of flying helicopters

at slow airspeed within fog layers under instrument flight rules are severely

restrictive at pr'esent. The possibility is merely noted here in case there are
unforseen or future clearing applications wherein these problems might be over-
come. The pilots might fly at altitudes such that they never lose visual contact
with the ground, for example. Or, a helicopter pilot, by hovering initially just
above the ground, might be able progressively to increase his hover altitude, while

maintaining continual visual contact with the ground, and thereby create a cleared

zone within or through a fog layer "from the bottom up," so to speak. Such pos-

sibility has obvious civilian-military applications.
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Appendix AF
Test Summaries, Notes of SurfaceI Observers, and Pilot Comments

In this appendix, supplementary information is presented concerning the

nature and time-extent of the individual tests (Section Al), concerning observa-
tions of clearing results made at the surface level (Section A2), and concerning

pilot comments about their impressions of the clearing technique and results5 (Section A3).

Al. SUMMARY OF MISSIONS AND TESTS

The missions and tests performed during the Lewishurg Program are listed

below in chronological order. The participating aircraft are identified by type-
model number (see Section 2, Paragraph 2.4 for further description) and the nature

of the tests is indicated.

Mission I, 7 Sept 1969
(Participating Aircraft - C-I19, CH-54)

Test 1: Orbiting Lewisburg Airport, 0653 to 0709 EDT

Test 2: Runway clearing passes, without marker balloons, 0710 to 0729 EDT

Test 3: Runway clearing passes, with marker balloons, 0730 to 0734 EDT
Test 4: Circling NE balloon, 0735 to 0742 EDT

Test 5: Hover at NE Site, 0743 to 0757 EDT
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Mission 11, 1t Sept 1969

(Participating Aircraft - C-119, Cit-54, CI.-47A)

Test 1: CII-54 circling Lewisburg Airport across fog-top, 0711 to 0717 EDT

Test 2: CII-54 hovcr at NE site, 0717 to 0723 EDT

Test 3: lunway clearing with CII-54, back and forth, loop turns, full runway

length, 0727 to 0802 EDT

Test 4: Runway clearing with C11-54 and CH-47A, back and forth, loop turns,

full runway length, 0802 to 0811 EDT

Ttst 5: Runway clearing with CII-47A, back and forth, loop turns, full runway

length, 0811 to 0816 EDT

Test 6: CHI-47A circling and semi-hovering near SW balloon

a. let circling hover, 0817 to 0830 EDT

b. 2nd circling hover, 0830 to 0843 EDT

Test 7: CH-47A circling and then hovering neav SW balloon, 0857 to 0910 EDT

Mission lifo 12 Sept 1969
(Participating Aircraft - C-119, CH-54, CH-47A)

Test 1: Simultaneous hover, CH-54 over SW site, CH-47A over NE site,

0706 to 0720 EDT

Test 2: Runway clearing with CH-54 and CH-47A, racetrack pattern, SW half

of runway, 0723 to 0742 EDT

Test 3. Hover to land. CH-47A hovering near SW site with some hovering

assistance from CII-54, to create hole for CH-54 to land, 0743 to

0750 EDT

Mission IV, 13 Sept 1969

(Participating Aircraft - C-1199 CH-54, CH-47A)

Test ': Simultaneous hover, CH-54 over NE site, CH-47A over SW site,

0715 to 0732 EDT

Test 2: Runway clearing with CH-54 and CH-47A, racetrack pattern, full

runway length, 0734 to 0742 EDT

Test 3: Circle pattern with CH-54 and CH-47A, between SW -nd middle

(orange) balloon, to NW side of runway, 0744 to 0'. EDT

Test 4: Hover to land, Cli-47A hovering near SW site to create hole for

CII-54 to land, 0757 to 0807 EDT

Test 5: Hover to open up hole over runway through which sun can heat run-

way area and possibly maintain hole, 0812 to 0824 EDT
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Mission V, 14 Sept 1969

(Participating Aircraft - C-I 19, CHi-47A)

Test 1: Hover at NE site

a. Ist hover, 0835 to 0900 EDT

b. 2nd bnver, 0908 to 0910 EDT
Test 2: Runway c-earing, back and forth, loop turns, SW half of runway

a. 1st back and forth, NW of runway, 0913 to 0926 EDT

b. 2nd back and forth, along (or close to) runway, 0929 to 1045 EDT

Mission VI, 15 Sept 1969

(Participating Aircraft - CH-47A)

Test 1: Runway clearing, back and forth, hovering turns, full runway

extent, 0810 to 0905 EDT

Mission VII, 16 Sept 1969

(Participating Aircraft - C-119, CH-47A, Cessna 180)

Test 1: Hover at NE site, 0712 to 0729 EDT

Test 2: Hover at SW site, 0730 to 0743 EDT

Test 3: Runway cleaL'ing, back and forth, hovering turns

a. Full runway extent, 0745 to 0757 EDT

b. SW half of runway, 0757 to 0821 EDT

Test 4: Hover to land, SW end of runway, 0822 to 0840 EDT

Test 5: Observing hole-closing after landing, 0841 to 0843 EDT

Mission VIII, 23 Sept 1969

(Participating Aircraft - C-119, CH-54, CH-47A, CH-47C, CH-46)

Test 1: Simultaneous hover, CH-47C over SW f;ite, CH-46 over NE site,

0726 to 0746 EDT

Test 2: Simultaneous hover, CH-47C o,,er SW site, CH-54 over NE site,

0748 to 0756 EDT

Test 3: Squadron (4 helicopter) runway clearing passes, full runway extent

a. 1st squadron pass, 0806 to 0808 EDT

b. 2nd squadron pass, 0813 to 0816 EDT

Test 4: Trail width versus altitude test, CH-54 flying 500 ft above and

ahead of CH-47C observes and photographs how CH-47C wake

trail varies with CH-47A altitude above the fog-top, 0821 to 0829 EDT

Test 5: Joint CH-47A and CH-46 hover at SW site (test conducted at same

time as test 4), 0822 to 0829 EDT

I.!
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Test 6: Hover to land

a. 3 helicopters (Ci{-46, CH-47A and CH-54) hover to land

CII-54, 0829 to 0840 EDT

b. 2 helicopters (CII-46, CH-47A) hover to land CH-47C, V

0838 to 0843 EDT

c. CIL-46 helicopter hovers to land CH-47A, 0843 to 0845 EDT

Test 7: Observing hole closing after landings, 0845 tc 0903 EDT

Mission D-i, 27 Sept 1969

(Participating Aircraft - C-119, CH-54, CH-47A, Cii-.7C, CH-4G)........

Test 1: S .multaneous hover, CH-54 over NE site, CH-47A over SW site,

a. 1st hover, 0741 to 0751 EDT

b. 2nd hover, 0751 to 0802 EDT

Test 2: Trail width vs altitude test, CH-54 flying 500 ft above and ahead of

CH-47C observes wake trail variation of CH-47A with its altitude

variation above the fog top, 0807 to 0815 EDT

Test 3: Squadron (4 helicopter) runway clearing passes, racetrack pattern,

full runway extent

a. 1st pass, 0825 to 0829:30 EDT

b. 2nd pass, 0831 to 0834 EDT

c. 3rd pass, 0835 to 0836:30 EDT

d. 4th pass, 0838 to 0842 EDT

e. 5th pass, 0843 to 0847 EDT

f. 6th pass, 0848 to 0850 EDT

g, 7th pass, 0854 to 0856 EDT

Test 4: Simultaneous, 3-helicopter hover, CH-46 at SW site, CH-47C at

middle (orange balloon) site, CH-47A at NE site, 0902 to 0927 EDT

Mission IX-2, 27 Sept 1969

(Participating Aircraft - CH-54)

Test i: Runway clearing, back and forth, loop turns, full runway extent,

1125 to 1145 EDT

Mission X, 29 Sept 1969

(Participating Aircraft - C-119, CH-47C, CH-46, C-130)

Test 1: Comparison racetracks, CH-47C and CH-46 helicopters flying

full-runway length racetrack over runway ;-nd to NW side vs C-130

aircraft flying larger racetrack on SE side of runway (off runway),

0747 to 0831 EDT
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Test 2: lo-er over farm wcst of Leisburg Airport, joint hover wit:;

C'-47A and CH-46, 0834 to 0850 EDT

Test 3: Additional (-130 "long passes" across fog-top, 0850 to 0907 EDT

Test 4: P.unway clearing, CH-47C and C11-46), back and forth, hovering tuns,

full runway extent (Test conducted concurrently with Test 3),

0854 to 0901 EDT

Test 5: Runway clearing, C11-46, back and forth, hoveri-,g turns, SW half

of runway, 090- to 0911 EDT

Test 6. CH-46 hover at SW site

a. Ist huver, 0911 to 0924 EDT

b. 2nd hover, 0927 to 0935 EDT

Test 7: Observing hover-hole ciosiag, 0935 to 0947 EDT

Test 8: C-1f9 passes over fog-top along runway, 0946 to 1005 ,DT

Pest 9: Fog dissipation study, 1010 to 1058 EDT

A2. I'OTES BI SURFAE OBSER\ERS

Stubject emphasis ;n the ma;in text is primarily concerned with reporting the

aertz.l observations of tlc clearing results of the Lewisburg Prograr.. The sur-

face :os ervations, although not ignored, were not described in any sYsteratic,

chroniolcgical fashion.

:-xcellent observational notes were made at the surface level on all days of

thc L .wisburg Program by Mr. Albert R. Tebo, of the Atmospheric Sciences

Laboi-atory, Fort Mc,.mouth, New Jersey. These notes are presented below.

Particular notes, which were referenced in the main text, were made on
14 Sept 1969 by Captain Larry Vardiman, Headquarters Air Weather Service, I
Scott AFB, Illinois. These notes are also included, following the ones by AMIr. Tebo.

A2.] Notes b) Mr. Albert H. Tebo

29 Aug, Fri: Fog cleared by 1040 EDT

30 Aug, Sat: !-og. Army tethered h-Iloon set I50 ft down runway

from van site, which was near NE end of runway,

site No. 1.

Fog cleared by 1040 EDT.

31 Aug, Sun: Fog. Fog already fairly heavy at 0210 EDT.

Fog cleared by about 1030 EDT

1 Sept, Mon: No fog.

2 Sept, Tue: Fog, resulting from heavy rains the previo,-s night.

Fog cleared by 1040 EDT.
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3 Scpt, Wed: No fog.

4 Sept, Thu: No fog.

5 Sc!pt, Fri: No fog.

6 Sept, Sat: No fog.

7 Sept, Sun: Fog. CII-54 helicopter made passes along runway

after sunrise, above fog, but no effect could be seen

at surface. No hover over site No. 2, SW end of

runway.

8 Sept, Mon: No fog.
9 Sept. Tue: No fog.

10 Scpt, Wed: No fog.

11 Sept, Thu: Fog. Fog reported about 200 ft thick at sunrise. Passes

along runway above fog by CII-54 and CII-47 did not

clear hole. lover over site No. 2 by CH-47 helicopter

at about 0730 EDT cleared hole over parking ram i.

about 150 yd diameter. Helicop~er could be seen

patchily. Clearing at surface appeared to be larger

than hole in fog-top. Fog-top reported 2tbout 500 ft

high. Fog cleared from 1030 to 1050 EDT.

12 Sept, Fri: Fog. Fog began at about 0300 1FD'i, fairly thick by

0400, thinning at 0500 EDT. Stars visible at zenith at

060r EDT. C-119 aircraft overhead at 0634 EDT.

CII-47 helicopter over at 0700 EDT. Hover over site

No. 2 for approximately 2 min at 0705 EDT. CEI-54

helicopter over site No. 2 at about 400 ft high at

0710 EDT, hover to 0715 EDT. Cleared area sufficient
to o-' .Army t.ethered balloon from terminal. CH-47

and 1211-54 helicopters, resuming passes overhead

along runway at 0718 EDT; cannot keep strip cleared

mor( than 2 min. Wind too brisk.

13 Sept, hat: Fog. Helicopter over runway at 0703 EDT. Army

tethered balloon set at 100 ft. 2nd helicopter over at

0799 EDT.

0718 EDT. CII-54 hovering at site No. 1.

0721 EDT. CII-54 hovering at about 200 ft. Good hole,

1/4 mile in diamter at surface.

Ihole drtfts southward, even when helicopter holds

steady. 0735 LEDT, helicopter flies pattern along run-

way; cannot sue any clearing effect at surface.
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14 Sept, Sun: Fog. Fog already formed at 0300 EDT. Fog thick at

0600 EDT. Army balloon set at 700 ft. Fog-top

supposedly at 600 ft. CFI-47 over at 0827 EDT, hovers

over site No. I at 0837 to 0900 EDT. Clearing on

ground 800 ft in diameter, but coild not see sky or

helicopter at 0857.

0919 to 1030 EDT, repeated attempts to hover by heli-

copters over site No. 2 produced no apparent effect at

surface; patchy intermittent holes could be seen at top

of fog. Visibility only 200 yd. 1C40 EDT, visibility

improved on runway. 1100 EDT, fog turns into stratus.

15 Sept, Mon: Fog, Fog starts about 0545 EDT, only about 50 ft deep.

0815 EDT, CH-47 over. Balloons at 700 ft.

0823 EDT, 1st pass over runway, about 100 to 150 ft

high, clears fog.

0825 EDT, and pass cleared runway to greater width.

0827 EDT, wind closed fog in, in less than 2 min.
0830 EDT, 3rd pass slowly. Strip is clear, and re-
mains clear to 0845 EDT.

0845 EDT, sun takes over, keeps opening clear.

0855 EDI, fog clears through whole valley.

16 Sept, Tue: Fog. Fog developing well by 0300 EDT. Visibility

800 ft. 0707 EDT, CH-47 over. Fog thinning.

Visibility 1800 ft. Army tethered ballon at 400 ft.

0712 EDT, CH-47 hovering over site No. 1.

0716 EDT, hover. Clearing on ground 200 yds diameter.

Helicopter about 500 ft high. Clearing at fog-top not

well defined.

0727 EDT, helicopter leaves.

0729 EDT, fog closed in.

0731 EDT, helicopter hovering over site No. 2

0735 EDT, clearing at surface 300 yd diameter.

0757 EDT, helicopter leaves.

0759 EDT, fog closed in.

0801 EDT, helicopter ho, ering over Fite No. 1.

0802 EDT, clearing at surface 250 yd diameter, liele-

copter leaves.

0802 1/2 EDT, fog closes in.

0805 EDT and later, several other hovers clear open-

ings, but passage by helicopter along runway does not.
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17 Sept, Wed, No fog.

18 Sept, Thu: No fog.

19 Se pt, Fri: No fog.

20 Sept, S at: No fog.

21 Sept. Sun: No fog.

22 Sept, Mon: No 'og.

23 Sept, Tue: Fog. Fog developing nicely by 0400 EDT.

0700 EDT, visibility 900 ft.

0711 EDT, one helicopter over; 0713 EDT, 2nd heli-

copter over; 0718 EDT, 3rd helicopter over; 0719 EDT,

4th helicopter over.

0729 to 0731 EDT, fog not too deep - 300 ft. Helicopter

hoverings produce some top clearing, but cannot locate

surface clearing at site No. 1. Surface winds increasing.

0736 EDT, clearing on ground near site No. 1, 300 yd

long.

CH-46 hover.

0740 EDT, clearing at fog-top increases, clearing at

surface lengthens

0745 EDT, clearing on top extends good portion of

runway.
Wind brisk.

0747 EDT, CH-46 moves out.

0748 EDT, hole overhead closes in.
0748 1:2 clearing at surface closed.

0752 EDT, CH-54 hovers over site No. 1.

07i3 EDT, clearing on ground 300 yd _ng.
0758 EDT, CH-54 moves out. Hole closes on top of

fog.

0800 EDT, clearing on ground and hole on top closed.

0810 to 0834 EDT, helicopters begin single-file passes

over runway. Clearings form in top of fog, but do not
hold for more than a part of a minute. N clearing at

surface.

24 Sept, Wed: No fog.

25 Sept, Thu: No fog.

26 Sept, Fri: Fog. Fog forming nicely at 0515 EDT.

0800 EDT, no flights. Aircraft fogged in at Roanoke.
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27 Sept, Sat: Fog. Fog developing nicely at 0330 EDT.

0732 EDT, visibility 700 ft at site No. 2 (SW end of -

runway).

0741 EDT, visibility 300 ft at site No. 1.

0747 EDT, CH-54 hovering over site No. 1.

0748 EDT, clearing visible at top of fog.
0749 EDT, clearing at surface 200 yd diameter.
0750 EDT, helicopter moves out.

0751 EDT, hole at top closed.

0751 1/2 EDT, clearing at surface closed.

0756 1/2 EDT, helicopter CH-54 hovering over site No. I.

0757 1/2 EDT, hole forming at top.

0758 EDT, clearing forming at surface.

0759 EDT, clearing at surface 300 yd long, 150 yd wide.

Helicopter continuously partly obscured by fog, even

though observer was looking along axis of hole.

0801 1/2 EDT, CH-54 moving out.

0802 1/ 2 EDT, hole and clearing closed.

0809 EDT, fog denser. Visibility 200 to 250 ft.
0812 to 0900 EDT, helicopters made 25 counted passes

along runway, covering parallel strips not quite

duplicating each previous coverage, at fast speeds, then

slow speeds. Absolutely no effect was visible from the
ground, either at fog top or at surface, except down-

wash was occasionally felt. Wind was light, at first,

but picked up at end of period.

0800 EDT, fog still very dense.
0905 to 0925 EDT, helicopters hover in tandem. No

effect.

Cannot land.

1045 EDT, fog lifting.
28 Sept, Sun: No fog.

29 Sept, Mon: Fog.

0735 EDT, visibility 800 ft. Can see Army tethered

balloon through fog.

Fog looks shallow.

0737 to 0746 EDT, seven individual passes by heli-

copter along runway, south to north, produced swath

in fog-top. Effect not discernible at surface.

I
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29 Sept, Mon: 0749 to 0817 1/2 EDT, eight passeF of Lhe helicopters,

two at a time, south to north, cleared swath at fog-

top. No effect seen at surface. Wind was blowing east

to west, so surface effect, if noticeable, would exist

far west of runway.

0808 EDT, fog seems much thicker at surface. Swath

at fog-top seems to close in variably after helicopter

passes. 0822 1/2 to C830 EDT, helicopters made two

passes, two at a time, south to north, low. Clearing

appears at surface for the first time, in swath pattern,

15 vd wide and length of runway. Surface swath

drifted rapidly with wind, and diffused.

0746 to 0830 EDT, C-130 aircraft made twelve passes

along runway, south to north, low. At 0757 1/2 EDT,

it appeared that C-130 caused some breaking of fog.

At other times, no discernible effect.

A2.2 Notes by Capt. Lany N urdiman

14 Sept, Sun: 0828 EDT, helicopter arrived at Greenbrier Valley
Airport.

0837 EDT, small blue patch appeared south of heli-

copter.

0838 EDT, downdraft hit ground.

0839 EDT, can see helicopter, larger hole. Visibility

on ground is about 1/4 mile, S, 300 ft N, 600 ft W,

450 ft E.

0840 EDT, visibility to S filled in.

0841 EDT, visibility to S back up to 1/4 mile, can't

see helicopter.

0841:30 EDT, fog keeps drifting in from N at about

3 knots.

0842 EDT, visibility reduced toward S.

0848 EDT, can see helicopter with blue sky above.

Wind about 10 to 15 knots within downwash area, with

gusts to 30 knots. Maximum clearing 2000 ft long.

Helicopter clearly visible. Blue hole from hehcopter

is long and narrow (and oriented) straight down runway.

0854 EDT, helicopter has been visible fairly-well,

off-and-on for last 10 min.

0920 EDT, wind seems to have slowed considerably.
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A3. PILOT (:OMMFNTS ABOUT (TEARING PROGRAM

Written comments were solicited from the helicopter pilots involved in the

Lewisburg Program concerning their impressions of the clearing technique andi

the results achieved. The comments received are presented verbatim; some are

favorable, some unfavorable. No attempt is made to criticize or rebut any of

the particular points raised.

A3. Comments by Major James II. boodloe

Major James H. Goodloe, 291st Aviation Company, Fort Sill, Oklahon,d,

was the pilot of the CH-54A helicopter.

28 Sept 1969

"I feel that fog clearing by helicopter does have a limited value basec: on the

experience gained during this exercise. It appears that helicopters could keep an

airport open or clear that is "fogged in" under certain conditions. It was also

proven that under certain conditions the helicopter can land in zero-zero condi-

tions by making its own clearing. This could be of value under emergency con-

ditions.

Some of the larger problems are navigation in "poor visibiliLv" ar.d control-

of-the-operation. I do not feel that more than two helicopters should bz utilized

durint a clearing operation due to time on target being lost in order to maintain

separation, also the more helicopters involved, te more hazardous the operation

becomes. I feel that the clearing operation could be much more effective at

larger airports where navigation aids, such as ILS and GCA are available.

1 feel that it would be wnrthwhile to continue the fog-clearing experimentation

in major airports where helicopters are available. It wou'ld also he of much

benefit if the pilots were very-familiar with the area and 1few this mission on a
continuing basis."

.%3.2 Comments bv CAO james P. Neshouse

CWO James P. Newhouse, 177th Aviation Company, Fort Benning, Georgia,

was the pilot of the CH-47A helicopter.

26 Sept 1969

"Not knowing the technical objectives that were desired from the experimeri

as a whole, I can only comment frots the point of view of a pilot flying in the
right seat of a CH-47A helicopter.

If the desired objective of an operation is to clear an airfield, I think that a

better method than what we tried is necessary. I feel certainthat if the co-iditions

are favoi able an airfield could be cleared well enough for emergency operations;

however, I don't think that the fog conditions can be predicted with much accuracy

and the operation would become a "drill in trial and error.
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Overall, I am certain that some of the techniques used to carry out the

experiment could, with proper research and planning, be used in a tactical

situation to land a helicopter through ground fog. The landing itself isn't actually

a hard maneuver but the inexperienced pilot, or the average pilot without complete

briefing on what to expect, would have a difficult time controlling the helicopter.

Because the overall view from the helicopter is small while hovering near the

fog top, the presence of a command and control aircraft at a higher altitude should

be considered. Another important consideration in such a maneuver is the loca-

tion of the exact point on the ground where the landing is desired. This would be

extremely important in a tactical situation where the enemy controls the surround-

ing terrain. "
-A3.3 Flight Log Comments by Marine Corps Squadron No. 1, Marine Corps 'Air Station,

Ouentico Va., (Made on Days of Their Operations)

1. On 23, 27 and 29 Sept there was enough fog to run the experiments.

2. On 23 Sept the CH-46 took off from Quantico at 0530 EDT, arriving over

Greenbrier Valley Airport at 0730 EDT. Contact was made with the command

aircraft and at 0730 EDT the '46 started a hover on the south side of the northern

balloon for 25 min at an altitude of 50 to 100 ft above the fog layer. The fog layer

was 500 to 600 ft thick. After 5 min, an opening the size of the rotor diameter

(about 40 ft) was formed. This hole could be maintained as long as the aircraft

remained in the same location. An attempt to enlarge this opening failed.

3. Each helo hovered next to one of the balloons for 20 to 30 min. The flying

crane was not carrying weight and in my estimation was not as effective as the

Chinooks and the '46.

4. The next experiment conducted was to have the helos, in column, air taxi

up the runway from south to north in a left hand race track pattern. The line up

was as follows: the '46, flying crane, Chinook A and Chinook D. This experiment

lasted 20 min. Air taxi speed on the first pass was 30 knots. This proved tc be

too fast to disperse the fog. The rest of the passes were flown at less than 20

knots. On each pass up the runway a trough completely through the fog was

formed, but during the time (about 4 min) it took to get to the starting point the

fog would move back in. This I think was due partly to the wind (NW at 3 to 5

knots on the ground).

5. In the last experiment for the day, Lhe '46 and the Chinook A hovered over

the south balloon for 5 min and created an opening big enough to let the flying crane

and the Chinooks land at the airport. The '46 departed for Quantico. Total flight

time for the day was 4. 5 hr. Of this, 1. 5 was spent in the project area.

6. On the 24th, 25th, and 26th there was a complete lack of fog in the project

area.
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7. The Z7t there was fog in the project area, Due to weather at Quantico,

and aircraft problems, take-off was not until 0645 EDT and the 146 arrived in the

area at 0830 EDT. The fog layer was 800 to 900 ft thick, but a 500 ft thick haze

layer was on top of the fog so only one helo hcvered at a time. The results were

the sam as the previous experiment except it took 8 min to create the opening

due to the thicker layer of fog.

8. An attempt to clear the fog off the runway was tried, but due to lack of

visibility because of the haze this proved unsuccessful. The '46 returned to

Quantico.

9. Total flight time for the day was 4. 0 hr. Of this 1. 0 hr was spent in the

project area.

10. There was no fog on .28 Sept.

11. On 29 Sept take off was at 0600 EDT. The C-119 and the Chinook A were

in operating area. The flying crane and Chinook D had left for another mission.

The fog layer was 300 to 400 ft thick. The hover experiment results were the

same as previous experiments. It took 5 min to create an opening. After about

10 m in a hover by the balloons the helos were moved off to allow aircraft to

depart. The Chinook A ano the '46 were moved over to a hill top where the fog was

less than 100 ft thick. With the '46 flying wing on the Chinook an opening of 100

yd in diameter could be maintained. Air taxi speed of less than 20 knots was

maintained and the time spent on this was 15 min. There was no wind at this

time.

12. The two helos returned to the runway and air-taxied up and down the

runway with a hover turn at each end using the 3 balloons as reference points.

The fog was cleared from the runway and the opening could be maintained as long

as the helos were air taxiing. The opening would close up in 3 to 5 min after the

helos stopped.

13. Total flight time for the day was . 1 hr with 3. 5 hr spent in the project

area.

I.I

_____________ _____________ ___________________________!__
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Appendix B

Flight-Safety and Operational-Control
Problems in Fag-Clearing

No major flight safety problems exist if a helicopter hovers or circles above

a moving fog deck, following the motion of the deck. Problems can occur, how-

ever, if the helicopter hovers, or turns or circles slowly, over a fixed ground

location above a moving fog deck in a situation where the wind and wind variability

at flight altitude are unknown or not known in detail. The problems are mostly

peculiar to single-rotor helicopters but can also occur, in degree, with tandem-

rotor helicopters as well.

When hovering with respect to the ground, the nose of the helicopter, for

aerodynamic reasons, should either be headed into the wind or some positive

component of the wind should exist that is directed from nose to tail along the

fuselage axis. If, for some accidental reason (to be explained), the helicopter

should become rotated during hovering, such that the along-fuselage component

of the wind assumed a negative sign, that is, became directed from tail to nose,

the helicopter would then be flying backward, relative to its immediate surround-

ings, and it could conceivably (a) settle with power, if the backward speed

exceeded a particular threshold value, or (b) fall-off backward, if the backward

speed exceeded a certain larger value. In either case, the pilot, to recover from

such stall situations, would require some 200 to 1000 ft of altitude, which is fre-

quently not available in fog-clearing work.

If a helicopter is flown in a slow circular path around a fixed ground point,

or flown in a slow 1800 turn, as in terminating one leg of a clearing pass above
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fog to begin a reciprocal pass, and if the wind speed at flight altitude has
approximately the same value as the airspeed employed in the fog clearing (5 to

1 5 knots), potential stall situations of the types cited above could possibly occur

when the helicopter was headed in the downwind turning direction, where the

helicopter motion vector was essentially equal to, or smaller than, the wind

vector. A particularly intense "wind gust, " should it occur at such place in the

turn, would increase the risk.

The stall situations cited above are not likely to occur if the pilot can see . he

ground clearly, or if he has a definite, fixed, visual reference. He would "sense"

the situations by the "feel" of the controls. But, when visibility is reduced, when

the horizon cannot be seen, and when there is a moving fog deck below, through

which the ground may not be visible, or is only partially or occasionally visible,

the relative-motion and changing visual-reference problems of the pilot may tend

to destroy his anticipatory stall sense to a hazardous degree.

For these flight safety reasons, and for reasons of fog-clearing efficiency as

well, no experiments or clearing operations with helicopters ought to be planned

or conducted without the provision of some sort of ground-fixed, visual references

for the Pilot(s), such as marker balloons elevated above the fog top. In fact, it

is the opinion of the authors that such visual references are mandatory, which

opinion is also shared by certain of the pilots involved in the Lewisburg Program.

It is recommended that the operational control of a helicopter fog-clearing

program should be exercised from an aircraft, or another helicopter, that flies

at an altitude substantially higher than the fog-top or fog-clearing altitudes (some

500 to 1000 ft above) and keeps the overall scene of the clearing operations con-

stantly in view by flying a circular or racetrack-type path about the scene. The

desired clearing paths of the helicopters can be readily controlled by radio from

such command aircraft, particularly if there are marker balloons above the fog

which can be clearly seen from the command aircraft and which can be employed

as position reference points in voice communications between command aircraft

and clearing helicopters.

A question might be raised as to whether or not GCA or ILS guidance systems

might be used to control helicopter fog-clearing operations (by themselves, in the

absence of other control-marker aids as described above). The following comments

reflect the lead authors' opinions, based on experience gained during helicopter

experiments conducted at Travis AFB, California, in January 1969.

GCA systems, which usually operate on the doppler-radar principle, will not

furnish reliable echo-position-information for helicopters moving at slow airspeeds

and flying in close proximity to (or overflying) the GCA transmitting-receiving

antenna. Moreover, guidance control in these systems is provided by means of

voice command, which the helicopter pilot, in a fog-clearing situation with unknown
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wind conditions and no fixed visual references, frequently finds difficult, or

impossible, to respond to, for flight safety reasons, real or supposed. For

example, the pilot, in a given situation, because of uncertainty about wind con-
ditions, because of lack of knowledge of his precise location at the moment
(relative to terrain obstacles, such as towers, etc., which might possibly be

present nearby), and because of the non-presence of a well-defined, visual
horizon (which forces him to fly partially on instruments and partially by his

visual senses), may be unable, or reluctant, to respond to a GCA controller's

request to execute a right-hand turn, or to perform some other type of maneuver.
Such request-refusal situation, if it occurs several times, as is likely, rapidly

destroys the controller's ability actually to control the clearing operations and

results in radio communication confusion between controller and pilot which leads

to mission failure.

With regard to ILS systems, it would seem that these are not sufficiently
accurate to provide the precision path-control required in helicopter fog-clearing

work, particularly in view of the fact that the optimum clearing paths, consider-

ing wind-drift problems, might be oriented at various angles to, and lateral

distances from, the main ItS beam.
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Appendix C

Development of Equations for Down-Transpott
Flux and Velocity

When a helicopter hovers in the free air out of ground effect within a stationary

atmosphere, the gravitational force

G =M g (CI)

where M is the mass of the helicopter qnd g is the gravity acceleration, is exactly

balanced by the thrust force of the air that is transportcd downward by the rotor

action. This thrust force is given by

T TFf (Ca)

where Ff is the mass transport (flux) of air across the rotor and Wm is the max-

imum induced-downwash-velocity, which occurs at a level about one rotor diameter

below the helicopter. This is a basic, well-known, aerodynamic equation,

[Dwinnel (1949), equation 13. 1, or Eshbach (195Z)].

The maximum induced-downwash-velocity of a hovering helicopter is also

givcn by

I -W,. p.jpA (M3)
, n f -



(Glisow and NIyer's (1)52) where A is the votor disk area and pf is the air density

, ight altitude.

Thus with T = G, as discussed above, this equation can also be written as

% n % 'N (C4)

from which we obtain

Mf 2A (C5)

In all of thu above equations, it is implicitly assumed that the helicopter rotor

is an ideal one, that is, that the rotor figure-of-merit is equal to unity. This

assumption is justified here because, at the present stage of helicopter fog-

clearing work, we are primarily concerned with the establishment of the orders

of magnitude of the various clearing parameters. Moreover, our measurements

of such things as clearing sizes, and the meteorological parameters, are not

sufficiently accurate to warrant detailed aerodynamic analyses of the particular

rotor and flight characteristics of each individual helicopter.

EQUATIONS FOR SINGLE ROTOR HELICOPTERS

The rotor disk area for a single-rotor helicopter is given simply by

A rD- (C6)

where D is the rotor diameter.

When this equation is introduced into Eqs. (C4), and (C5), we obtain

W = F8(C7)m irD pf

for the maximum downwash velocity, and

_/rD Mgpf

Ff 2 (C8)

for the down-transport flux, the mass flux. The volume flux is given by

F f (C9)

v f1
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EQUATIONS FOR TANDEM -ROTOR HILICOPTERS

The rotor disk area for a tandem-rotor helicopter is

T1)2

A z -- (C)0)

which, introduced into Eqs. (4) :Od (C5), gives

w (CI)

for the maximum downwash veiocity,

F i r.4- (C 12)

for the down-transpoL-t flux of mass and

Ff --- T (C 13)Ffv - F 4f

for the down-transport flux of volume.
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Appendix D
Helicopter Wake Characteristics and

Fog-Clearing Effects Ys Airspeed
and Flight Altitude

DI. INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of the wake ch,aracteristics of heli:cters is of cracial importance

to the intelligent design of fog clearing programs employing the downwash-mixing

principle, or involving the release of dessicant-type seeding agents from helicopter

vehicles.

The aerodynamic-hydrodynamic processes of wake formation below a helicopter

(in the free air in the hover state) or behind a helicopter (in the free air in forward

motion) are extremely complex and have not yet been described theoretically, at
least in any satisfactory, comprehensive fashion. By the same token, few

observational studie3 of the f-ee-air characteristics of helicopter wakes have been
published and these, where available, usually concern particular wake features

near the helicopter, rather than considering the total wake, from formation zone

to dissipation zone.

When helicopters are used in fog-clearing work, the helicopter wake is either

"impinged on" e ground surface (during hover) or is "trailed across the ground"
(during forward flight). In these cases, the wake circulations of the helicopter

become doubly complicated, compared to th. free-air situations, due to the

presence of the surface boundary.

Additional complexities also occir in fog. clearing activities, because, with a

fog layer present above the ground, tie clearing of the fog does not occur xhrough-
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out the total wake region of the helicopter but only within certain portions of this

region. The portions cleared, and the extent of clearing, are highly dependent on

the flight conditions, on the physical characteristics of the fog and on the thermo-

dynamic state of the atmosphere. Similarly, when seeding agent is dispensed from

a helicopter, its distribution pattern following release is a complicated function of

these same factors, and is also dependent on precisely where the agent release

point is located within the helicopter, or relative to it, as with a sling-carried

load.

The purpose of this appendix is to provide preliminary information about the

helicopter wake situations cited above. The information presented, which can be

called "experience information" guided by theoretical considerations," is based

primarily on data acquired during the Lewisburg Program and during two prior

cloud-clearing programs conducted by AFCRL. Other observational-theoretical

work is also referenced and presented.

In the sections following, there is first described the wake characteristics of a

helicopter flying in the free-air (in the hover mode and at different airspeeds) and

next a consideration of situations where the wake impinges on, or trails across,

a surface boundary. Finally, there is a discussion of the fog-clearing effects of

the wakes and comment about seeding-agent distribution problems.

Considerable background analyses and computations were performed to obtain

the diagrams and numerical values presented here. It is believed these results

correctly depict the general, basic nature of the wake circulations and that the

numerical values are in approximate, order-of-magnitude accord with reality.

The reader should not attempt to use these values in any manner other than

intended, as rough guidelines for general planning purposes.

The appendLx diagrams were constructed to illustrate the general wake

features of a helicopter of medium-size with a weight of about 25, 000 lb, which

was assumed to be flying in an atmospheric situation generally characteristic of

what can be expected with radiation fog in temperate latitudes. The atmospheric

stability below flight altitude was presumed to be uniform (devoid of sharp

temperature-change layers) and to have values lying somewhere within the general

range 0 to 20 C per 100 m. *

The appendix figures are designed to serve multiple purposes; consequently,

frequent cross-references are made to the various figures.

*The atmospheric stability in most fog situations, as for example those illus-
trated in Figure 10, is actually quite variable with both altitude and time. It is
necessary to assume a uniform stability situation, however, to permit generalized
discussion of wake characteristics and to obviate any requirement for the specifica-
tion of particular case-example conditions.
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D)2. WAKE CHARACTERISTICS IN TIE FREE 'AIR

D2.1 Hover State; Free Air

The term "hover state" is used herein to denote the particular situation

wherein the helicopter, while flying in a stationary atmosphere, maintains a fixed

position relative to the ground. In other words, the ground speed of the helicopter

is zero and the airspeed is also zero. The associated terms""hover" and "hovering"

are likewise used primarily in this specific restrictive sense (whenever the

reference is to theoretical work rather than to observational data). *

The jet-like characteristics of the wake of a helicopter hovering in the free

air, and the variation of the wake velocities and temperatures with atmospheric

stability and entrainment rate, have been described by Plank and Spatola (1969).

These descriptions will not be repeated. Refer to Figure DI, upper diagram,

wherein the general steamline-isotach picture of the wake of a medium-sized

helicopter is illustrated for the free-air hover condition and for an assumed wake

penetration distance of 800 ft. The entrainment rate of ambient air into the down-

wash jet of this diagram is somewhat larger than that of the Plank-Spatola paper

and is more in accord with the observations of the Lewisburg Program, that is,

the "outflair" of the wake with distance below the helicopter is greater in the

diagram than in the cited paper.

D2.2 Forward Motion State; Free Air

The term "forward motion state" implies that the helicopter is moving forward

relative to its air surroundings at the flight level, that is, it implies that the

helicopter is moving through the air surroundings with the vector velocity

- G - Vf (DI)

where G is the helicopter motion vector across the ground, that is, it is the so-

called "ground track vector," and Vf is the wind motion vector at the flight altitude.

In the forward motion state, the vector i is directed in the heading direction of the

helicopter and the helicopter airspeed is given by

*These terms are conventionally used to describe a situation wherein the
helicopter merely maintains a fixed position aloft relative to the ground, irrespec-
tive of the motion state of the atmosphere. We require greater specificity of
definition herein to permit theoretical discussion.
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Figure Dl. The Circulation Structure and Associated Fog-Clearing Effects of
Helicopter Wakes in the Hover State at Different Flight Altitudes. The upper
diagram illustrates a situation wherein the wake penetration distance of a heli-
copter hovering 800 ft above the ground is precisely equal to the hover altitude.
The streamlines (solid) and isotachs of downwash velocity (dashed, in ft/see) are

shown. Fog clearing in such situations will be ineffective and will merely 'dish
in" the fog top. The second diagram illustrates how, at a lower hover altitude
of 400 ft, where the downwash jet :s "impinged" on the surface boundary, the
wake air will spread radially acros the ground surface and will eventually rise
in the regions beyond the circulation centers of the spherical-type vcrtex. The
associated, to be anticipated, fog-clearing situation is also indicated. The
bottom diagram reveals how the wake air, at the yet smaller hover altitude of
200 ft, spreads farther across the ground at larger velocity, than at the 400 ft

altitude. The volume extent of clearing at 200 ft in the illustrated situation is
smaller, however, than at 400 ft; and it is seen that the cleared zone, which
follows the course of the fastest -traveling air moving down from aloft, tends to

"undercut" the fog layer. This type of clearing failure, that is, 'undercutting",
will occur mostly (a) under difficult meteorological conditions of clearing, with
humid air aloft and large fog LWC, and (b) whenever the hover altitude of the
helicopter is maintained too close to the fog-top level, which restricts entrain-
ment within the upper clear layer and fails to maximize the down-transport of
clear air into the fog layer, to the degree possible otherwise. See text fy)T further
description and discussion
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It is impoi-tant to note that the wake characteristics of a helicopter in the

t'fward notion state are the same for any given airspeed, W, providing that

V = V t. Constant (D3)

within the wake region, which is to say that the wind is uniform within the altitude

region encompassing both helicopter and wake.

Th( wake characteristics of helicopters in the forward motion state are dis-

cussed here in terms of airspeed. Hence, it should be clearly understood that the

wake characteristics are identical irrespective of whether, for example (a) the

helicopter is moving across the ground with the particular vector velocity G 1 in a

situation of zero wind, or (b) the helicopter is stationary above a fixed ground

point in a situation where the wind, at flight altitude and within the wake region,

has the uniform value V - Gl The vectoril, from equation (D) is positive

in either case, indicating forward motion of the helicopter. Likewise, the airspeed

from equation (13), is the same in either case, having the particular value

1- I ° Similarly, there are other combinations of G and Vf which, from

equations (DI) and (DZ), will yield other cases of forward motion at this identical

airspeed.

With these definitions of the "forward motion state," and "airspeed," a des-

cription of how the wake characteristics of helicopters vary with airspeed in the

free air can be given. The nature and sources of the data are noted first, and

then the analytical results are presented.

Motion picture photographs acquired during the AFCRL Eglin AFB Program

Plank and Spatola (loc cit), recorded the releases of milled-salt tracing-agent from an

HH-53B helicopter flying at speeds of 20, 40 and 60 knots (See Figure D2). Other

motion picture photographs were loaned to the authors by Mr. William P. Neacy,

of the AVCO Corporation, Wilmington, Massachusetts; they show releases of

carbon-black agent, and plaster powder, from the rear ramp of a CH-46 helicopter

which was hovering and moving forward at slow airspeed, for example, see

Figure D3.

From photogrammetric analyses of these motion picture data, and from other
"consistency type data, " showing still and motion pictures of helicopter wake

influences on clouds and on overflown water surfaces obtained during the AFCRL

Smith Mountain Program, it was possible to construct the diagram of Figure D4,

in which the "bottom-line profiles" of the wake of a medium-size helicopter are
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Figure D3.. Timre Series of Photographs Showing Release of Carbon-Black Agent
from a I love iflg-Accele rat int C11-46) Itelicopter. The flight altitude above the
ocean SMrtaCV was about 200 ft. The picture times, helicopter airspeeds and
slope angles of thev trail, from vertical, are indicated by the numbers at the left.
The'C dimensional widening of the trail at airspeeds exceeding 19 mph is caused by
the formation and subsequent presence of a trailing vortex sheet (refer to Section
TP2.2 and F'igu re 1)5)
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indicatcd for particular airspeed values within he range of 0 to 70 mph.*

Isolines of elapsed time have been added to the diagram and the appr:oximate

width-height dimensions of the wakes, in their fully-developed state%., where the

trail bottoms become horizontal, have also been noted. Refer to Spreiter and
Sacks (1951) for general background.

The so-called "bottom-line profiles" illustrated in this diagram are really

isolines that demark the advancing-bottom edge of a wake surface that has some

small threshold value of circulation velocity, something of the order ofj 1 ft/ sec,

.perhaps.

It is seen from the diagram that the "profile angle" of the helicopter wake,
the angle near the helicopter, between the profile lines and the vertical, increases

rapidly with airspeed over the airspeed range 0 to 20 mph. The increase thereafter,

with airspeeds exceeding 20 mph, is more gradual. It is also seen that the width-
height dimensions of the fully-developed wake decrease with airspeed from about

500 ft, at near-zero speed, to about 100 ft, at 70 mph. Abo've 70 mph, the wake

dimensions probably do not decrease appreciably from the 100 ft value.

The wake behind a helicopter at airspeeds exceeding 20 mph is observationally
and qualitatively similar to that behind a moving aircraft, for example, refer to

Gessow and Myers (1952). It is of the form of a trailing vortex sheet which

emanates from the rotor blades.

The moving-wing theory of Spreiter and Sacks (p D7)would appearto have

first-order, guideline-type application to the situation of a forward-moving rotor
with cyclic-pitch variability. ** If such anology is accepted, the two lower diagrams

of Figure D5 illustrate the general form of the wake circulations that would be

expected to occur behind a medium-size helicopter moving at 20 and 40 mph air-

speeds. Rotated cross-sections are also shown, through the Section A A', at the
20 mph speed, and the Section B B', at the 40 mph speed. These sections have

been drafted at twice the scale of the wake sketches. The section circulations are

those ot a "line vortex pair of opposed circulation type." The black central disks
indicate the "core regions" of maximum circulation velocity, within which the air is

assumed to be moving in a state of solid rotation. *** The soliL -ines are stream-

lines; the dashed lines are isotachs.

*The single exceptioon to this statement concerns the isoline for 1 ft/sec air-
speed and the implied isoline for zero airs'peed. These show profiles of the central
streamline of the wake and not the profiles of the advancing edges. The wake
actually extends forward of the helicopter at very-small airspeed, due to the con-
siderable width extent of the wake in the near-hover state, which is a fact not
illustrated in the diagram.

**See Andrews (1954) and Smith (1966) for additional theoretical and observa-
tional information about vortex sheets.

***The flow field near the center of a rolled-up vortex sheet has been des-
cribed by Hall (1961) and Manler and Weber (1967).
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Figure D5. Appearance and Approximate Circulation Structure of Helicopter
Wakes at Different Airspeeds. Diagrams are shown indicating the schematic
nature of the wake circulations of a medium-sized helicopter flying at 400 ft
altitude above the ground and at 0, 5, 20 and 40 mph airspeeds. The circulation
at zero airspeed, in the hover state, resembles that of an inverted, spherical
vot'tc-. With airsrn"ds excr--- zero but smaller than that of transitional lift
(wbie.i occurs at about 15 m.ph, refce to text definition and disct, siun), the cir-
culation is like that of a "skewed" spherical vortex which is elongated in the flight
path direction. For zpeeds exceeding the transitional lift speed, such as the
illustrated 20 and 40 mph speeds, the helicopter wake has the form of a trailing
vortex sheet. In the fully-developed state of the wake, indicated by the section
lines A A' and B B', the circulations are those of a line-vortex pair of opposed
circulation type. The nature of the circulations is shown in the expanded cross-
section sketches of the bottom diagrams. The dimensional scale of the wake cir-
culations decreases with airspeed, but the intensity of the circulations increases
with airspeed. It should be emphasized that the streamlines shown in the upper
diagrams, for the 20- and 40-mph wakes, are schematic only. The streamlines
actually lie within sectional planes and there is little or no component of cir-
culation in the flight path direction
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There is little question, from the total observational evidence, but that the

general form of the helicopter wakes of these diagrams is in first-order accord

with reality. Moreover, there is little question but that the intensity of the wake

circulations increases with airspeed, in accord with the Spreiter-Sacks theory,

or that the width-depth dimensions of the wake, in the fully-developed state, de-

crease with airspeed. H-owever, there are large, unresolved questions about the

details of the streamline -isotach pictures presented, particularly regarding the

spacing of the vortex centers and the numerical values of the isotachs. The sketch

values are merely "best guess values" as deduced from motion picture observa-

tions of the rotation rates of tracing-agent and cloud streamers at particular radii

from the vortex centers at particular distances behind the helicopters.

D3. %A"E CIARACI RISTICS IN THE PRESENCE OF -A
SURFACE BOUNDARY

D3.1 Hover State; Surface Boundary

When a helicopter hovers above a ground surface at a height smaller than the

wake penetration distance of the helicopter, the lower part of the wake is "impinged"

on the surface and the wake air is forced to spread radially outward from the nadir

point. The theoretical nature of the three-dimensional spreading of a jet with

uniform velocity profile, which is impinged on a boundary oriented normal to the

jet axis, has been described in various aspects by Prandtl and Tietjens (1934),

Pal (1954), Schlichting (1955), Poreh and Cermak (1959), Bradshaw and Love

(1959), and various others. Hohler (1966) has summarized and used certain of

this theoretical work with application to the helicopter-wake problem.

These theoretical results, particularly the results of Hohler, were employed

here in guideline fashion to obtain first-estimate information about the probable

nature of the Pir-flow fields beneath a helicopter hovering near q ground surface.

The theoretical results, unfortunately, could not be applied directly, because

(a) the downwash profile of a helicopter wake, that is, the incident profile, before

boundary modification, is not uniform, as assumed in the theory; (b) the cross-

sectional dimension of a helicopter wake increases with distance beneath the heli-

copter because of entrainment, and is not constant as is generally assumed with

theoretical jets; and (c) the temperature of the downwash air of a helicopter is

usually warmer, level for level beneath the helicopter, than the air of the sur-

roundings; hence it is buoyant relative to the surroundings, which is an important

factor neglected in the theory.

Reference is made to the three diagrams of Figure D1, which show sketehes

of the probable streamline-isotach situations of the wake of a medium-sized heli-
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copter hovering at 800, 400 and 200 ft above a ground surface. The wake pene-

tration distance of the helicopter was assumed to be 800 ft, corresponding to
observations of the Lewisburg Program. This distance i -rccisely equal to the

hover altitude ot the fi'st diagram. (The clouds and clearings also shown in the
diagrams will bc discussed later.)

In constructing these diagrams, reference was made to the work of Hohler
(1966). It was assumed that the helicopter wake, on entering the "turning region"

(Hohler's Zone II, see footnote*) from above, had the incident radius R' and that
the region extended vertically above the ground a distance 1. 5 R', where

R' = Am + D/2 (D4)I + 1.5 m

where A is the helicopter altitude above the ground, D is the rotor diameter (a

single-rotor helicopter is implied) and

m =AR/AZ (D5)

whereAR/AZ is the mean, before incidence, radius increase of the wake per unit
travel distance below the helicopter. AR/AZ, in other words, is a measure of the

normal "downward-outward flair" of the wake from rotor level to the level at
which boundary modification first commences.

The particular R' and 1. 5 R' dimensions that define the "turning regions'? in

the three Figure DI situations are indicated in the diagrams. These dimensions
stem basically from the work of Hohler (1966), which is not theoretically rigorous.
Although it is axiomatic that a turning region exists, we are actually uncertain
whether its vertical dimension is 1. 5 R' or perhaps some greater or smaller value.

In the theory of impinging-jets (refer to Hohler (1966) specifically), the air
that moves rndially outward from the nadir -tains its m-im'im horizontal
velocity at the radius 2 R' from the jet axis (see the middle diagram of Figure D1).
The vertical depth of the layer is a minimum at this radius. The streamlines and

isotachs of the Figure Dl diagrams have been drawn to conform with these max-
imum-minimum conditions, based on the presumptions that the vertical extent of
the outflowing air at the Z R' distance would be of the order of a few tens of ft and
thatthis "boundary layer" would be shallower at the 200 ft hover altitude than at

*The turning region of a jet that is impinged normally on a flat surface is the
region wherein the fluid motion is deviated and "turned" because of the presence oi
the surface. The fluid on entering the turning region has a flow direction that is
normal to the flat surface whereas its direction on leaving is parallel to the surface.
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the 400 ft altitude, which theory would suggest, and which hover tests performed

over a water surface during the AFCRL Eglin AFB Program would appear to verify.

Continuity considerations were also employed to insure that the diagram

sketches were reasonably indicative of reality. For example, if the radius of the

incident jet entering the turning region from above is R', as previously defined;

and if the mean sectional downwash velocity across the indident jet at the level

1. 5 R', at the top of the turning region, is W; then the mean outflow velocity in

the horizontal at the radial distance 2 R' will be given by

rR '  W + Et (D6)
V-4ir R' h (6

whereAh is the vertical thickness of the outflow layer at the 2 R' radius and Et is

the "volume entrainment" of air into the jet from the surroundings that occurs

within the turning region. It is assumed, in this equation, that the air density within

the turning region is constant.

If we now postulate a situation, like that of the middle figure diagram for the

400 ft hover altitude, where R' = 120 ft, W' 4 ft/sec, E = 0, by assumption, and

h = 35 ft; also by assumption, then the value of V should, from the equation, be

of the order of 3. 4 ft/ sec. This would be the expected value of the mean velocity

of the outflow. Actually, again referencing Hohler (1966), and assuming that the

form of the "groundwash profile" of his Figure 8 illustration is approximately valid

at the 2 R' radius; the maximum outflow velocity, that is, the maximum horizontal

wind at the peak of the vetocity profile, should perhaps be about 3 times as large

as the mean outflow velocity, or

V = 3V (D)

and this maximum wind should occur at the approximate level

8-Ah 8 (D8)

above the ground surface.

Hence, the maximum outflow velocity in the case example might be anticipated

to be about 10. 2 ft/ sec, occurring at a level some 4. 4 ft above the ground.

These values, although obtained in a highly-speculative fashion from the

theory, are roughly in accord with the groundwash velocities measured by

anemometers during the AFCRL Smith Mountain Program and during the AFCRL-

ASL Lewisburg Program (refer to Section 9 of the main text).
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At radial distances beyond 2 R', the Hohler (1966) report describes a "wall

jet region" [also refer to Galuert (1956) and Bakke (1957)] in which a turbulent

boundary layer developes progressively within the outflowing air which results in

an increased "layer depth" with travel distance associated with substantial decrease

of the outflow velocities. This theoretical work cannot be applied to the helicopter
wake problem, however, since the downwash-groundwash air of a helicopter is

generally warmer than that of the surface surroundings (refer to Section 8 of the

main text). The buoyancy of this air will logically modify the Hohier (1966)

theoretical picture causing the streamlines in the region beyond the 2 R' distance

to rapidly diverge, as the air begins moving upward, and the flow velocity to

quickly decrease. The streamlines and isotachs of the second and third diagrams

of Figure Dl have been sketched to illustrate this situation, which seems to be in
general accord with observation.

The fine dotted lines of the two lower diagrams, which appear in the region
above the fog-top, indicate the existence of a mean continuity-flow of air of very

small velocity, which is probably smaller than the turbulent perturbation velocities

of the atmospheric surroundings. This return continuity-flow must exist, of course,
to close the circulation system.

The smallest hover altitude illustrated in the Figure DI sketches is ZOO ft.
It may be logical to question what happens to the wake circulations as the hover
altitude is decreased to zero. Will the wake widths increase as the lateral spread-

ing of air increases? The answer is no, since, as the helicopter approaches the
ground in a hover, the power required to suspend the helicopter decreases due to

ground-lift effects, hence less energy is imparted to the wake circulations and the
dimension-scale of the wake also decreases. With a helicopter hovering just above

the ground surface, it is estimated that the wake-width is limited to above five

rotor diameters.

D3.2 Forward Motion State; Sur ace Boundary

When a helicopter moves forward across an underlying surface boundary, the

wake characteristics change with airspeed approximately as illustrated in

Figure D5. The flight altitude assumed in these sketches is 400 ft above the ground.

At zero airspeed, the circulations of the impinging wake resemble those of

the inverLed spherical vortex described previously. The zero-air-speed wake is
sketched three -dimensionally in the first diagram and the streamlines of the

central (diameter-height) section are indicated. The upper boundary of the rising
air is nebulous and indefinite. This boundary will vary considerably in altitude

depending on the particular stability conditions of the atmosphere.

When airspeed is increased from zero to some slow speed, such as 5 mph,

the spherical-type vortex of the hover state becomes elongated in the flight path
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direction and the roll circulatioris of the vortex become smaller, scalewise, in the

advancing direction of the wake than in the trailing direction. The ayproximate
wake picture for the 5 mph speed is illustrated in the second figure diagram. The

streamlines shown are the instantaneous streamlines of the flight path section. It
is important to note that the particle'trajectory lines in su~ch wake, as would be
made visible by appropriate tracing agent, would differ appreciably from these

streamlines and that the form of the wake, as thus seen visually, would differ
from the one illustrated. The wake, for one thing, would certainly extend down-

stream of the helicopter into the region of the sketch indicated by the horizontal

wavy lines.

The data supporting this circulation picture at the 5 mph airspeed were ob-
tained from photogrammetric analyses of motion pictures supplied by the AVCO

Corporation, previously referenced, which showed tracing-agent releases from a
CH-46 helicopter. One such release is illustrated in Figure D3.

When the helicopter airspeed exceeds the speed of transitional lift, the speed
at which the cyclic-pitch rotor begins functioning like an airfoil, a speed of
approximately 15 mph, the helicopter wake assumes the form of a trailing vortex

sheet, as previously described in Section DZ. 2. This trailing sheet will intersect
the ground suriace, if the helicopter flight altitude above the ground is less than

the vertical penetration distance of the wake. (These penetration distances for
various airspeeds can be obtained from Figure D4. They are the distances from
flight altitude to the "bottomline" of the wake in its fully-developed state.)

The third Figure D5 diagram illustrates a situation when the airspeed is
20 mph and the bottom part of the helicopter wake just intersects and trails across

the ground surface. Reference is also made to the photographs of Figure D14,
described later, which shows the results of smoke tests conducted by the Naval

Rework Facility, San Diego, California, under conditions somewhat analogous

to those of tht, sketch. The tremendous width-thickness extent of the wake is

apparent in the photographs.
At an airspeed of 40 mph, as indicated in the last sketch of Figure D5, the

helicopter wake does not intersect the ground surface at all. This illustrates a
situation in which the wake penetration ;.istance is smaller than the flight altitude.

The upper left-hand diagram of Figure D6 shows the wake width and wake

thickness values which, total experience indicates, should reasonably be anti-
cipated with a medium-size helicopter flying at various altitudes and airspeeds

above a surface boundary. The width values are the horizontal, cross-trail, sur-
face-level dimensions of the wake in its fully-developed state. The thickness values
are the vertical wake dimensions, measured from the ground upward, which also

pertain to the wake in its fully-developed state.
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The upper solid line of this diagram, the one for zero wake width, is a plot of
wake penetration distance versus airspeed. (These penetration values correspond

to those of Figure D4.) The interior solid lines of the diagram indicate the wake-
width dimensions that would be expected over the airspeed range 0 to 70 mph and

the altitude range 0 to 800 ft above the ground. The dotted lines show the wake-

thickness values corresponding to the various width values. The double fine line

of the diagram, sloping downward, is the line of "maximum width" (versus air-

speed and altitude). The dashed lines reveal the approximate times required for

the first wake air (the fastest down-traveling air) to reach the surface level fol-
lowing helicopter passage over a particular ground point, or following the begin-

ning of a hover, in the zero airspeed case.

Isolines of S/T (wake-width/ wake-thickness) are shown in the diagram at the

lower left in Figure D6. Five particular points are identified in the diagram, at
the 20 mph airspeed, which are labeled A through E. The sketches at the lower

right in the figure indicate how, in the fully-developed state of the wake, the

cross-sectional appearance and circulation structure of the wake varies as the

helicopter flight altitude is progressively luow.,ered from 400 ft (at A) o 360 ft

(at B) to 265 ft (at C) to 140 ft (at D) to 40 ft (at E). The bottom part of the wake

is just tangent to the ground surface, at Point A, and the surfoce width of the

wake, S, is zero, with S/ T also being zero. Between Points A and D, as flight

altitude is decreased, the wake-width increases and thickness decreases. The

wake attains its maximum width at Point D, where S = 670 ft, with S/T = 6. Then,
for flight altitudes below Point D, decreasing toward the ground, both the S and T

dimensions of the wake begin to be limited and diminishe;1 by aerodynamic ground-

effects, because less engine power is required for helicopter flight near a ground

surface than in the free-air, hence less kinetic energy is transmitted to the wake.

The Figure D6 information dise'_zz'_d thus far was based on, and corresponds

to, observational data which were acquired during the three experimental pro-
grams cited earlier. For example, hover experiments conducted at near zero

airspeed during the Lewisburg Program revealed that the maximum wake-width

of a medium-size helicopter ranged from about 1200 to 1800 ft and that this max-

imum width o-ccurred generally at flight altitudes of about 250 to 350 ft. Likewise,

data obtain'd from over-water tests during the Smith Mountain Program showed

that the wake trails of helicopters flying at 20 to 30 mph airspeed attained their

maximum widths, 500 to 700 ft, at a particular flight altitude (near 150 ft). Other

observational data were also employed and various comparison checks made to

insure that the form and values of the isolines of the upper left hand diagram of
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Figure D6. Dimensions, Cross-Sectional Appearance, and Volumetric Formation
Ra es of the Fully-Developed Wake of a Medium-Sized Helicopter. The diagram at
the upper left shows the wake width (S), of the helicopter wake at the surface level
(the solid lines), the wake thickness (T), of the vertical extent of the wake above
the surface level (the dotted lines), and the minimum air travel time to ground
(the dashed lines). The isoline of zero wake width is also an isoline of wake pene-
tration distance (vs airspeed and flight altitude). The diagram at the lower left
shows isolines of the ratio of wake width to wake thickness and the cross-sectional
appearance of the wake, in its fully-developed state, corresponding to the particular
indicated points, A through E, is shown at the lower right. The sectional diagrams
also illustrate the definition and significance of the S and T dimensions. The
diagram at the upper right shows the rates of wake volume formation (vs al -speed
and flight altitude) which correspond to the S and T values just cited and exp. a i ned.
See text for further discussion
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Figure D6 were rationally - numerically consisterf with background theory and

with the totality of previously acquired wake data. *

Fl om te width thicknesG values of this cited diagram, we can readily deter-

mine the time rate of wake volume formation behind a medium-sized helicopter,

that is, we can compute and plot, vs airspeed anH flight altitude, the values of

dV

dt - ST 09)

where is airspeed, S is wake width, T is wake thickness, and wbere the' subscript

s on V is used to signify "wake -3tirred volume. " A rectangular wake-cross-

section is assumed. These computations were made and the results are shown in

the upper right hand diagram of Figure D6. The solid lines of this diagram are

isolines of dVS dt; the double fine line indicates the line of the maximum values.

This diagram illustrates how, theoretically and experiencewise, a helicopter

should be flown to maxirize the volumetric amount of the wake stirring (wake

mixing) of air along the flight path course. For example, with a helicopter flying

ZOO ft above the ground, dVs/ dt, according to the diagram, will be maximized at

25 mph airspeed. With a helicopter flying at 400 ft altitude, the ma::imurn will

occur at 8 mph, and so forth.

D4. FOG-CLEARING EFFECTS 01 HELICOPTER WAKES

D4. I Optimum Flight Conditions and Clearing Diagrams

In fog-clearing operations, the helicopter wake is trailed across the ground

surface and the clear air, present above the overlying fog layer, is transported

downwards into the fog layer by the wake. This air mixes with the fog and the

cloud droplets are eliminated by evaporative processes.

To clear fog effectively, it is a prcrequisite that the stirring-mixing influence

of the helicopter wake should excend vertically throughout the entire layer depth

of the fog, which is to say that the helicopter should be flown in a manner suchthat

T :?f H ,(D10)

where T is the wake thickness and H is the fog depth.

*The values of greatest uncertainty and variability in this diagram are those
for wake thickness at zero airspeed. There are questions of how wake thickness
should be defined for the hover state. Additionally, and irrespective of precise
efinition, the values will vary considerably with atmospheric stability and wake

W)*oyancy. The particular thickness values used in the diagram were assumed
qual to the flight altitude, except near the ground in ground effect.



It is also desirable, to insure clearing effectiveness, that the rate of wake

volume formation (dVs/ dt) be maintained as large as possible, which, other con-

ditions being equal, will tend to maximize the fog-clearing rate as well.

If we assume that T = H, and at the same time perform a transformation of

ordinate parameters, we can then convert the "wake diagram" of Figure D6 at the

upper left into the "fog clearing diagram" shown at the top of Figure D7. By such

conversion, we have implicitly assumed that a particular functional relationship

exists among the three parameters, fog depth, flight altitude and airspeed. We

cannot express this relationship mathematically but its empirical nature is

indicated by the isolines of flight altitude that have been drafted on each diagram.

These isolines of flight altitude prescribe the particular helicopter altitudes

that must be maintained to insure that the helicopter wake, for any given set of

fog-depth and airspeed conditions, will have vertical thickness equaling the fog

depth. For example, with a fog of 200 ft depth and with an airspeed of 15 mph,

it is seen in Figure D7 (interpolating between isolines) that a flight altitude of

260 ft is required in order to accomplish the scale matching of -wake thickness and

fog depth. These diagram-prescribed altitudes correspond approximately to the

optimum altitudes of our fog-clearing experience.

Under flight conditions cited, the diagrams of Figure D7 provide auxiliary

information about the trail widths of clearing (first diagram), about the volume

rates of clearing (second diagram), and about the plan-area rates of clearing

(third diagram). These are the trail widths and clearing rates that would be anti-

cipated when the clear-air above the fog is comparatively dry, that is, with

relative humidity less than about 85 percent, and/ or when the fog LWC is com-

paratively small, that is, of the order of 0. 05 gm/ m 3 or smaller.

More specifically, the first diagram of this figure shows the isoline values of

C = K S (DlI)

where C is the surface-level width of the cleared trail in the fog. This width is

related to the wake -width, S, through the proportionality constant, K, which, in

the diagrams of Figure D7, has been assumed equal to unity. The relationship

between the C and S dimensions in a situation where K < 1 is illustrated later in

Figure D12. The second Figure D7 diagram shows isoline values of

dVr C H (D12)

dt
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NOI,. a r'cctangLdar-shaped cross-section of clearing is assumed, and the

third diagram shows isoline values of

dA r C (013)
dt

The subscript r applied to V and A denotes that these are the tail formation

ratea of the fu.ly-developed helicopter wake which pertain to the removed zone of

the trail which begins at the place of full-wake development. This 7nne is defined

in Section D4. 1.

It should be emphasized that these diagrams iUustrate an idealized, optimum,

clearing situation wherein the meteorological conditions permit clearing through-

out the total wake volume. The clearing differences resulting from variations of

the met orological parameters are discussed in Section D4.3. It should also be

noted that, although clearings of considerable area-volume extent can be created

and maintained in the hover mode, the rates of formation of .ew cleared area or

volume are actually zero in this mode.

The Figure D7 diagrams reveal that a medium-sized hel;-.optcr, under thc

flight and cloud physics conditions cited, and assumptions made, ought to be

capable of creating trails of some 200 to 1000 ft width in fog layers 0 to 400 ft

deep. The volume clearing rates should range from about i x 106 to 3 x 10 ft 3sec,

with the maximum occurring for log of 200 ft depth at 20 mph airspeed. The plan-

area rates of clearing should vary from approximately I x 104 to 2 x 104 ft2 /sec,

with the maximum occurring with fog of 125 ft depth at 35 mph airspeed. A

medium-sized helicopter cannot effectively clear fog of depth greater than about

403 ft. For fog deeper than this, a larger helicopter would be required.

The diagrames of Figure D7 are based cn the assumption that the helicoptei-

always flies in the optimum fashion described previously. A question arises as to

what will happen if the helicopter flies at altitudes lower than optimum, or higher

than optimum.

The helicopter, ac'-ording to the flight-altitude isolines of the diagrams,

cannot fly at altitudes much lower than optimum without descending into the tcp of

the layer itself, which is patently undesirable. However, within the limits

ino, .... ed, helicopter flight at altitudes lower than optimum, other things being

eq, l, will tend to undercut te fog so that clearing occurs predominantly within

a surface layer that does not extend completely throughout the entire vertical depth

of the fog. At least this possibility exists. A situation of undercutting in the

hover state is illu3trated in the lower diagram of Figure DI. It can occur in the

forward motion state as well. I

_- I
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Flight altitudes somewhat higher than optimum may be desirable if the air at

such level has an appreciably smaller humidity than the air closcr to the fog top.

This is a meteorological factor not considered in the Figure D7 diagrams but one

that should not he ignored. It might be better, for example, in a giv cn situation,

to sacrifice wae volume (volume formation rate) for the advantage of securing

drier-air aloft, wihich would be transported downwards into the fog by the wake.

At flight altituder much higher than optimum, which approach the wake pene-

tration limits of the heli'copter, the de'..'nrard velocity components of the wake will

be too small for effective fog clearing. The fog layer will only be modified in its

upp~r portion. The helicopter wake will merely ':dish in" the fog in the hover

state, as illustrated in the upper diagram of Figure Dl, or will merely create

shallow top trails in the fog in the forward motion state, as shown in Figure 4 of

the paper by Plank and Spatola (1969).

D4.2 Total Plm-Area Clearing Maintainable
by a Medium-Size Helicopter

Consider how much total clearing, that is, plan-area clearing at the surface

level, can be continuously maii.tained by a medium-sized helicopter in the pre-

sence of (a) turbulert-diffusion effects, which will usuailv tend to close in the

cleared trails with time, and (b) solar-heating effects, which may, under certain

circumstances to be defined later, tend to widen the trails with time.

It is essential for clarity to identify two kinds of cleared zones. The first is

the "trail formation zone, " which is located immediately below the helicopter in

the hover state or immediately below and! or behind the helicopter, within the wake

development region of previous mention, in the forward motion state. Clearing

in the trail formation zone is produced dynamically as a direct consequence of the

rotor action of the helicopter.

The second zone is the "rcmoved zonc." This zone cxistz only in the forwcrd

motion state and is located at distances behind the helicopter which lie beyond the

place where the wake first becomes fully-developed. The wake circulations are

decelerating and decaying with time within this zone.

A basic assumption at this point is that turbulent-diffusion and" or solar heat-

ing effects will not operate to modify clearing results in the "trail formation zone"

but will only modify results in the "removed zone."

The procedure is as follows. First, will he given estimates of the area

extent of the surface-level clearing that occurs within the "trail formation zone."

Then there will be a description of the turbulent-diffusion and solar-heating effects

that cause trail modification within the 'removed zone," and also estimates of the

total areas of clearing that should be maintainable with a medium-sized helicopter
under particular conditions.
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J)4. 2. 1 Cleared Area within the Trail Formation Zone 1.

Estimates of the length and area extent of the surface level clearing that

occurs within the trail formation zone are provided in Figure D8. A sketch is

shown which indicates the presumption about tie shape of the cleared zone,

In making Lhese estimates, it was assumed that the zone length in the hover

state was s .ply equal to the diameter of the circular area of surface-level

cluariag. Thus,

L F = C , (DI4)

with the zone area being given by

A ID 15)
F = 4

It was further assumed that when the helicoI ter had the slightest forward

motion, and for all airspeeds exceeding zero, the zone length at the surface level,

from tLe place where the advancing edge of the wake first intersected the surface

to the place of full wake development, would be given by

L F = d -Ad - C coso (DI6)

where d is the wake development distance, assumed to have the values indicated

in Figure D4, Ad is the "lag distance, " behind the helicopter, to the place that thr.

central streamline of the wake first intersects the ground surface, C is the cleared

width of the trail at the full development place, and a is the "slope angle" of thecentral streamline of the wake, that is, the average angle, from ver-tical, over thle

first two thirds of the penetration distance of the free-air wake.

The last term of (Dl 6) details omitted, took empirical account of the fact that

the helicopter wake, with air-speed increase from zero to approximately 15 to 20

mph, would swing progressively from a position of normal incidence on the ground

surface to a position where the wake began trailing across the surface. The second

term of tne equation took into account the fact that the length extent of the surface

clearing would increase with decreasing flight altitude, as the hlicopter 'Approached

the surface boundary and the tze was "impinged" more forcibly c.r this boundary,

and would also increase with airspeed.

it %as assumed that the cleared area at the surface level in tht wake forma-

tion zone would have the shape of a half ellipse, such as illustrated in the insert

sketch of Figure D8. This "half ellipse" was presumed to have the width dimension
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C, at its open, t uncated, down-stream end, which corresponded to the surface-

level width of the cleared helicopter trail at the place of full wake development.

Hence, with this assumption, the surface area of clearing in tle trail formation

zone (in the forward motion state) is given approximately by

TrCL 
F

AF= m4 (D 17)

The trail length and area values shown in Figure D8 were determined in this

manner.

D4. 2. 2 Turbulent-Diffusion Effects in the Removed Zone

The magnitude of the turbulent-diffusion effects that would tend to close in the

cleared trails in the removed zone, can be assessed as follows. *

First, let us specify a cross-boundary velocity vector, B = b n, where n is a

unit normal vector pointing outward from the flight path line. In a turbulent

situation, where diffusion is causing the trail boundaries to converge toward

centerline, the coefficient b will have negative sign and the vector B (vectors

actually, since there are two trail boundaries) will be directed orthogonally in-

ward, toward the flight path line. In such situations, it follows that the trail will

close completely at a given place in the time

tc  C (DI 8,

where C is the initial trail wi th at formation time, that is, at the wake develop-

ment time.

During this trail closing interval, tyI the helicopter creating the trail, if it is

flying in a straight line fashion at constant airspeed, will have moved a length

distance

LR - tc (Dl 9)

*Turbulent diffusion, dependent on the exact properties and relative quantities
of the air on either side of a cloud air-clear air interface, can also operate to
advance the clear-air region into the cloudy region, rather than the reverse a,
assumed above. Such expansion in the helicopter clearing situation would only be
a temporary one, however, since the total region of clear air is small compared
to the total region o1 cloudy air. As mixing proceeded with time, the cloud air
properties would eventually dominate. The role of turbulent-diffusion in closing
artifically-produced holes in clouds has been discassed by Elliott (1970). The
aerodynamic factors involved in the dissipation of a vortex sheet by turbulence
have been described by Andrews (l954.
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in the course direction. The trail behind the helicopter, behind the place of full

wake devclopment, will therefore taper backward to a closing point. Hence, in

the plan view, the cleared trail behind the helicopter will have a triangular shape

which has an area

LA C
A R = -2• (D20)

This area AR, plus the area AF of the trail formation zone, is the largest

area of clearing that the helicopter can continuously maintain. The clearing follows

the motion of the helicopter in Lagrangian fashion. But, dependent on the particular

conditions, clearing can also be maintained over a fixed ground location for sub-

stantial periods.

Equations (D18) to (D20) can be combined to obtain

2
AR W (D2 1)

which permits AR to be determined in terms of airspeed, initial trail width and

boundary velocity.

The cleared holes and trails created on certain days at certain times during

the Lewisburg Program frequently closed-in within a matter of minutes after

formation (refer to Table 1). It is estimated that the boundary closing velocity

for these situations, called "turbulent situations," was about -5 fn t/ sec. On

other occasions at Lewisburg, when clearing conditions were more favorable, the

cleared holes and trails remained open for 5 to 10 min. It is estimated that the

boundary closing velocity for these situations, referred to here as "slightly-

turbulent situations," was about -l n ft/ sec.

Computations were performed for these two types of situations, utilizing

equations (DI 8) to (D2 1), the C values of Figure D7, and the cited B values.

Information was obtained about the trail closing times (t c) and about the trail

lengths (LR) and cleared areas (AR) that could be maintained behind the helicopter.

This information is presented in Figure D9. The two upper diagrams pertain to

the "turbulent situation" while the lower diagrams pertain to the "slightly-

turbulent situation. " The first diagrams show the tc and LR values; the second

show the AR values.

The diagrams of Figure DIO indicate the total trail lengths,

L = LF . LR , (D22)
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anld total cleared areas,

A = AI, + AR , 'DZ3)

which result from the contributions of both the "trail formation zone" and the
"removed zone. "

The Figure DIO diagrams, when compared, illustrate the large clearing dif-

ferences that can occur due to differences in turbulent diffusion. The trail lengths

and cleared areas are some 2. 5 to 3. 5 times larger in the slightly-turbulent

situation than in the turbulent situation.

The trail lengths in the turbulent situation extend only about 3000 ft behind

the helicopter, at maximum, which is a length substantially shorter than that of

an airport runway. Likewise, the maximum area of clearing in the turbulent

situation is only about 1. 5 x 106 ft 2 . This is slightly larger than the runway-area

of a small airport, such as thr. Lewisburg Airport (area = 0. 9 x 106 ft 2), but is

much smaller than the runway-area of a major airport,, such as Kennedy Inter-

national or Travis AFB (areas - 2. 5 x 106 ft 2). Under very turulent conditions,

such as the illustrated, a single helicopter cannot clear the runway of even a

small-size airport, much less that of a major airport. The helicopter can

theoretically create a cleared zone of larger areal extent that the runway area;

this is true. Hovwever, because of the trail length restriction, such cleared zone

could never be created with dimensions equaling the runway dimensions, no

matter how the helicopter is flown. Multiple helicopters would be required.

In the illustrated "slightly turbulent situation," on the other hand, the dia-

grams reveal that a single helicopter, if flown efficiently to minimize the turning

times between successive clearing passes and to account properly for wind-drift

problems, should be able to maintain continuous clearing of fog, having the

assumed properties and depths indicated in the diagrams, over the runway of a

small-size airport, or to create clearings of operationally-useful size over part

of the runway at a major airport.

The diagrams of Figure Dl 0, reflect and illustrate the general limits of

clearing experience acquired during the Lewisburg Program (which can be

ascribed to turbulent-diffusion effects).

D4. 2. 3 Solar-Heating Effects in the Removed Zone

Reference was made previously to certain solar heating effects that would

tend to widen the cleared trails made by helicopters. These effects are now

defined as those that result from the solar heating of the ground surface within

the cleared zones, which effects give rise to convective circulations that operate
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to expand the clearing boundaries. Such uffects were noted by Plank (1969), in
the Smith Mountain Program; they were also observed during the Lewisburg

Program. They occurred primarily, it seemed, with fog of relatively-small
LWC and/ or during the periods just prior to the natural dissipation stage of the

fog.

The trail widening effects of solar heating operate to counter-balance the

closing-in effects of turbulent diffusion. Hence, dependent on the particular

situation, solar heating might operate either (a) to retard the turbulent rates of

trail closure or (b) to so "dominate" the rate balance as to cause the trails to

expand with time. In other words, the equation for plan-area clearing with solar

heating influence included is given by

= dAR dA dA t

AR =d + d--" + -d-/tf , (DZ4)

where dAr] dt is the trail formation rate (refer to the values indicated in the

lower diagram of Figure D7), dAs/ dt is the trail expansion rate due to solar

heating, dAt/ dt is the trail closing-in rate due to turbulent-diffusion, and tf is the

total flight time. It would be correct to refer to dAs/ dt and dAt/ dt as being

expansion and closing-in tendencies, rather than rates.

Two situations can be postulated, one in which the opposed widening-closing

tendencies are in exact balance, that is dAs/ dt = dAt/ dt, and one in which the

solar widening tendencies are predominant. In the first situation, the net boundary

velocity, B', is zero, which means that the cleared trails in the removed-zone

have constant width (equal to the width C of the fully-developed trail). The length

of the cleared trails is given by

LR tf, (DZ5)

and the plan-area extent of the clearing, from (DZ4) is specified by

dA
AR = d tf C tf (DZ6)

In the second situation, the helicopter trails in the removed zone will tend to

"flair outward" with distance behind the helicopter. Assuming that the net boundary

velocity in such situations has the value B' + 1 n ft/ sec (a value that would

reasonably account for the observations of the AFCRL Smith Mountain Program),

the cleared trails will have the same length, given by (D25) above, and the cleared

area AR will be the sum of the two separate areas, AR1, as specified by (D26)
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dAj, W i3' t , which is the area of th "outflaring part" of the trail. In other

words, tile total cleared area in the removed zone will be given by

A [I t tf (C 4- 1 B,1 t f) (1327

where B' is left unevaluoted, that is, without the value + 1 n ft/sec inserted, to

indicate clearly that the second equation term has area units.

Equations (D26) and (D27) were used to determine the cleared areas for these

two situations which corresponded to the C values of Figure D7 and to the fog-

depth and airspeed ranges of the figure. The total flight time of clearing, tf, was

assumed to be 300 sec (5 min) and the helicopter was presumed to be flying in a

straight line fashion at constant airspeed. The isoline values of A R for the two

situations are shown in Figure Dl I, in the diagrams at the left. Those for the

B' _- 0 situation, which is referred to as the "neutral situation," are shown in the

upper diagram. Those for the B' - + 1 W ft/sec situation, which is labeled the

"solar-expansion situation," are indicated in the lower diagram.

The two right hand diagrams of Figure Dl I show the total areas of clearing,

as specified by equations (D22) and (D23), which are the sum of the areas A F  of

the trail formation zone, and the areas AR, just referenced, of the removed

zone.

The cleared areas for the situations shown in Figure DI I may be compared

with those for thie turbulent situations shown in Figure D10. A common flight time,

or total clearing time, of 300 sec is assumed for comparison purposes. The

total cleared areas in the "solar-expansion situation," after 300 sec of flight,

range up to about 30 times larger than the maintainable cleared areas of the

"turbulent situation. "

Whereas maximum area-clearing in turbulent situations is achieved at

relatively small airspeeds, maximum clearing in situations of solar heating is

achieved at larger airspeeds.

To summarize the work of this appendix, the important point illustrated is

that the normal, to-be-expected variations of turbulent diffusion and solar-heating

effects in the atmosphere can readily cause helicopter fog-clearing differences

as large as a factor of approximately 30, depending on the particular circum-

stances.

11.3 Dependence of Clearing Variations on Moiqtore Conditions

The discussions and illustrations to this point have been based on the assump-

tion that fog-clcaring would extend throughout the total wake volume. It was

emphasized that this would occur only in conditions in which the fog LWC and/or
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the relative humidity of the ov.rlying clear air had comparatively small values,

smaller than about 0. 05 gm/ m 3 and 85 percent, as stated before.

Under conditions of larger fog LWC and/or larger relative humidity aloft,

helicopter clearing of the fog becomes more difficult. Clearing in such cases will

extend not throughout the total wake volume but only within a portion of this volume.

The width of the cleared trails will become smaller than the width of the helicopter

wake and the vertical extent of the clearing will become smaller than the wake

thickness. It is important to note that some degree of clearing should be antici-

pated even under the most unfavorable moisture conditions. This is the conclu-

sion drawn from the results of the Lewisburg Program.

The problems of determining and describing the clearing differences arising

from variations of the two cited moisture parameters are truly formidible ones.

This is an area for future research. There is little specific information and the

gross, general nature of the differences, can only be indicated.

With increased values of either or both of the referenced parameters, in a

given situation where the flight conditions are assumed to be optimum as cited pre-

viously (refer to Figure D7), and all parameters other than moisture parameters

are assumed constant, observational data suggest that helicopter clearing will tend

to "undercut" and "create tunnels in" the fog. The vertical extent of the clearing

abo-,e the ground, T , will be smaller than the wake thickness, T, by some pro-

porlionality constant, v, such that

T =vT . (D28)

Likewise, the width of the cleared trails or tunnels, C, will be decreased

relative to the wake width, S, in the manner stated previously in equation (D11)

and illustrated in Figure D12.

Under the "worst" moisture conditions of the Lewisburg Program, that is,

with fog LWC = 0. 25 gm/ m and near-saturated relative humidities in the clear-

air aloft, the K values of equation (DI1) were determined to be about 0. 5 to 0.7

and the v values of the above equation were estimated to be about 0. 12 to 0. 35. *

Thus, to a gross first approximation, the clearing situation under these conditions

was generally analogous to that illustrated in the diagram of Figure Dl 3, which has

been drawn for an assumed K value of 0. 6, with v = 0. 22 (see footnote below).

*The v values will decrease more rapidly than the K values, with increases
of fog LWC and/ or relative humidity aloft, since, as can be deduced from the
lower diagrams of Figure DI and from the lower right hand diagram of Figure D6,
the clearing will tend to occur primarily along the course of the most-rapidly
moving air of the downwash-groundwash circulations. Hence,, clearing failure will
happen first in the upward moving portions of the wake beyond the circulation
centers and will severely curtail the vertical extent of the clearing while not de-
creasing the width extent to nearly the same proportional degree. It is suggested
that v and K might be interrelated, approximately as v=K 3 .
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Figure DI 1. Cleared Areas for Two Situations of Solar-Heating. Solar-
heating of the ground surface within heliLopter cicared zones will, under
conditions noted in the text, tend to widen the clearings. The cleared-
trail areas in a "neutral situation" (where solar widening effects exactly
counterbalance diffusive closing-in effects) are indicated i. the upper dia-
gram; the areas within the removed zone (AR) are shown at the left; the
total areas (A), of both the formation zone and removed zone, are shown
at the right. Similarly, the lower diagrams illustrate the Ap and A
values that would be expected in 3 particular, text-defined situation of
clearing expansion
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Figure DIZ. Schematic Drawing of the Vortex Circulations of a Helicopter Wake
Which is "Trailed Across" the Ground Surface in the Manner Required for Fog-
Clearing. The later-l preading of the vortex centerlines wvhenthc wake is
"impingd on" the surface boundary is indicated. The helicopter wake at the
surface level will extend out to the approximate width dimension S, as shown.
It is assumed here that the wake thickness exceeds the fog-depth H. The trail
of c]caring left by the helicopter will have a width C, which is some fractional
part of the wake width S, dependent on the particular meteorological conditions

I
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This diagram, when compared to the upper diagram of Figure D7, indicates

the type of clearing differences that seemingly occur with variation of the

moisture coi.ditions. The range of difference, in terms of helicopter ability to

accomplish plan-area clearing at the surface level, is about a factor of four.
This factor of four, when combined with the factor of 30, cited earlier as

possibly arising from turbulent-diffusion and solar-heating effects, suggests that

helicopter fog-clearing results in different atmospheric situations might vary

totally by more than two orders of magnitude, dependent on the particular meteorolo-

gical factors.

D5. DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS OF SEEDING ,AGENT

Droplet or particulate matter released from helicopters will not be distributed

homogeneously throughout the total wake unless release is accomplished from all

points of the rotor disk area (in the hover state) or from all points of a diameter

line of the rotor, oriented normal to the iuselage axis (in the forward motion

state). Release from other line or point sources will result in decreased distribu-

tion efficiency of variable degree.

Material released from a helicopter in the hover or forward motion states in

situations where the wake intersects or trails across a surface boundary will

tend to follow the streamlines indicated in Figures DI and D6. The material, if

the source is located along the rotor axis (in the hover state) or along the vertical

centerline plane of the fuselage (in the forward motion state), will first be trans-

ported downward toward the surface, will then be spread laterally outward across

the surface, just above the surface, and will finally be carried upward in the wake

regions beyond the vortex centers. Terminal deposition of the material into the air

or fog will occur within updraft regions of the wake in both motion states of the

helicopter.

Efforts to obtain distribution enhancement in the hover state by the use of line

or area sources, rather than point sources, would appear impractical. The mat-

erial, almost irrespective of the design of the release device, unless it provides

for release over an area nearly equal to the rotor disk area, will primarily follow

the travel sequence cited above and will ultimately be deposited into the air or fog

in the updraft portions of the wake.

If point-source release is employed in the forward motion state, and if the

point is located along the vertical centerline plane of the fuselage, or close to

this plane, the possibility exists that the material might sometimes be distributed

preferentially into the trailing vortex of the "right hand side" of the helicopter,

and sometimes into the vortex of the left side. This preferential, perhaps
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Figure D13. Approximate Width-Thickness Dimensions of Clearing Under Meteor-
ological Conditions Representative of the "Worst" Encountered During the Lewis-
burg Program. The surface widths of the cleared trails shown in this diagram
were reduced by about 40 percent relative to the widths that occurred under the
optimum cloud-physics conditions illustrated in the upper left hand diagram of
Figure D6. Moreover, the clearing did not extend vertically throughout the entire
fog depth but unly to distances above the surface that were about 20 percent of the
fog depth, as indicated by the dashed, horizontal isolines of T, shown above.
lence, clearing, under the "worst'" mteoroogiza3 conditions, tended to "undtrcut"

and create "tunnels" in the fog layers
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alternating, distribution pattern can occur if the helicopter flight path is not

maintained perfectly "straight and level" and in parallel alignment with the flight

altitude wind. It is known that this sort of preferential distribution occurs with

aircraft wakes. It is logical to anticipate that it can also occur with helicopter

wakes.

At least two point sources, or a line source, are required to obtain a

reasonably balanced and homogeneous distribution of material in the forward

motion state. These sources should be located, or extend, a sufficient lateral

distance on either side of the vertical centerline plane of the fuselage (some

2 to 6 ft would perhaps be sufficient) so that the material, on release, will be rapidly

transported into the primary, central circulations of the trailing vortices, where

it should become thoroughly distributed throughout most of the total wake within a

relatively-short travel distance behind the helicopter. The necessity for lateral

source displacement to achieve effective distribution of material into aircraft

wakes has been discussed and demonstrated by Reed (1953).

An example of a near-optimum distribution of material into a helicopter wake

is provided in the photographs of Figure D14. These photographs show the results

of smoke tests conducted by the Naval Rework Facility, San Diego, California,

with an H-3 helicopter flying at approximately 15 knots airspeed about 150 ft above

the ocean surface. The smoke was produced by injecting some 1 to 2 gallons of oil

per min into the last combustion stages of the engines. It is seen that the smoke

has been well distributed into the wake from the exhaust port release places,

which were located about four ft outboard from the fuselage centerline plane. The

excellent distribution was due primarily to the off-axis location of the ports, to

their close proximity to the rotor, and to the fact that the smoke was expelled

laterally, with the exhaust gases, at large initial velocity. It also resulted, in

part, because the smoke particles, being extremely small, followed the circula-

tion stre.mlines with considerable fidelity.

The following conclusions are drawn from the work of this appendix which

pertain to cloud seeding experiments that might be conducted employing helicopters

as agent-release vehicles.

If seeding agents are to be released from helicopters in fog situations for

purposes of extending the normal areas of downwash clearing,- it is essential that

the size-distribution properties of the agent be designed properly to account for

the fact that terminal deposition of the agent into the fog will occur primarily with-

in updraft regions of the wake which have been deflected by the surface boundary.

If the seeding objective is merely to distribute seeding agent as widely as

possible along a trail crossing a fog-top surface (with the agent then falling

gravitationally through the fog), the helicopter will have to be flown slowly across

the top at flight altitudes appreciably higher than the altitudes discussed and illus-
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trated herein. Flight altitudes will be required which insure that only the very

bottom part of the trailing wake intersects the fog-top surface. .

Formidable verification problems are forseen for experiments having the
first objective. It will be very difficult, without considerable, sophisticated

instrumentation, to isolate and assess the normal clearing and visibility-

enhancement effects of the helicopter from the added contributions of the seeding
agent. Seeding with dissicant-type agents should improve visibility along the
lateral boundaries of the wake trails and contribute to the persistence of the
trails. But the degree of the improvement will be difficult to measure.

*These altitudes can be determined from Figure D4, by adding the wake
penetration distances shown there to the anticipated fog-thickness values of the
particular situations. The approximate distribution widths of the agent can also be
assessed from the diagram, from the wake-width values of the fully-developed state.
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Figure DI 4. Photograph- of Smoke Tests Conducted by the U. S. Navy Which 7
Reveal Nearly the Full Dimensional -Extent of the Wake of a Slow-Flying, H-3
Helicopter. The helicopter was flying above an ocean surface at an altitude of
about 150 ft at approximately 15 knots airspeed. Smoke was produced as des-
cribed in the text and was dispensed from the engine exhaust ports located on
either side of the fu!selage. Four views are shown which were recorded from an
observational aircraft that was circling the helicopter. The distribution of the
smoke into the wake from these release placas was excellent, as can be seenV
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